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ABSTRACT
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M.A.

,
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University of Massachusetts, Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by:

Professor Alfred L. Karlson

The purpose of this study was to design, develop

and validate

a measure of Student-Initiated Activity for use by teachers and
super-

visors working in elementary schools.
parts:

The study is divided into three

'

the review of the literature, the development of the measure of

Student-Initiated Activity (the S.I.A. instrument), and the validation
of the instrument.

The review of the extant literature for the period

1965 through 1978 firmly established Student-Initiated Activity as a

frequently mentioned and desired outcome of 'open' or informal classrooms.

Furthermore, the review established the need for research on

desired outcomes such as Student-Initiated Activity, self-directed
learners, and independent learners.

Student-Initiated Activity was

selected as the focus of this study because it was the least ambiguous

outcome identified during the literature review.
Development of the Student-Initiated Activity measure occurred
in two parts.

dology.

First, the author selected an informed observer metho-

This approach was selected over both questionnaire and pure

ethnographic means for its practicality and utility.
ii

A questionnaire

approach was rejected as too narrow.

A pure ethnographic approach was

rejected for precisely the opposite reason:

it includes all data.

informed observer method is considered a
practical mid-position.

An

A

position which was considered to enhance the
utility of the S.I.A.
instrument to both teachers and supervisors.
The S.I.A. instrument presents a model of
Student-Initiated

Activity which suggests focusing on the decisions made
around any classroom task.

Six decisions are considered part of every classroom task:

the content, the specific task, the scheduling of the activity,
the
s^iid

standards of the activity, the procedures for engaging in

the activity, and the assembling of materials for the activity.

these decisions may be in one of three decider modes:

Each of

the teacher

decides, the student decides, or they both decide (a joint decision).

A matrix of the six decisions and the three modes make it possible to

describe each classroom activity in terms of who decides what.

additional variables were included in the S.I.A.

Seven

The variables were content.

Content decider, task, task decider, schedule of activity, procedures
for activity, duration and standards of activity, assembling materials
for activity, teacher, month, day, hour, sex of student, number of

students in the room, and number of adults in the room.
The sampling procedure selected was the observation of four

different students selected at random on each of eight classroom visits.
The eight visits were grouped into two sets of four.

A minimum period

of two weeks separated the visit sets. During each observation, a child

was observed and rated every four minutes until each child had been

observed ten times.

iii

The construct validation of the
Student-Initiated Activity

measure consisted of three trials.

by a panel of experts.

First, the instrument was
received

Their comments supported the notions
that

Student-Initiated Activity is observable,
that
come of

open

it

is an intended out-

classrooms, and that assessment of
Student-Initiated

Activity is a worthwhile endeavor.

The panel, however, split on the

ability of the S.I.A. instrument or any
instrument to reliably and

validly assess such a complex outcome.
Second, the S.I.A. measure was used by four
pairs of teachers
to assess inter-rater reliability.

The first pair, the author and a

colleague, attained inter-rater reliabilities of
90 percent or better.

The next three pairs of teachers (A/B, B/C, A/C) attained
reliabilities
of better than 80 percent on their second trial.

ment were considered attainable

•^nd

These levels of agree-

we were observed to increase both

after practice and on occasions when both observers were experienced
teachers.

The results of the assessment of inter— rater reliability were

considered to indicate the need for an observer training program in the
event of subsequent work.
The third trial had two purposes.

First, to assess the concur-

rent validity between the S.I.A. instrument and the Walberg-Thomas

Scales, a measure of ’openness.'

No concurrent validity was established.

This result was attributed to both the low number of classrooms and the

narrow range of Walberg-Thomas scores presented by teacher participants.
The secondary purpose of trial three examined the ability of
the S.I.A. instrument to describe classroom programs from the point of

view of student decision-making.

The S.I.A. instrument was established

as a powerful and provocative descriptive instrument.

It was observed

decisions,
in this trial that students make less than 10 percent of all
iv

and that the time of greatest Student-Initiated
Activity is the period

nine to noon.

This period was also observed to be the
time of greatest

diversity of activity.
In addition,

the secondary purpose of trial three developed
a

strong and highly reproducible Guttman Scale of
Student Decision-Making.
The author examined the relationship of high scoring
Guttscale tasks to
several other variables.

These relationships supported the patterns of

Student- Initiated Activity indicated in the previous trials.

Further-

more, the strength of the Guttscale indicates that it is worthy
of

further research.
The study only partially confirms the construct validity of the
S.I.A.

instrument and suggests replication of trial three with a larger

number of classrooms.

The study does, however, establish the S.I.A.

instrument as a powerful descriptive tool and presents a Guttmanscale
of Student Decision-Making which is worthy of further research.

v
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Background to the problem

P^resent situati on and its historical antecedents

implementation of 'open' education is finished.

.

The explosive

It was a short-lived

fad, a seized upon panacea for reforming American
schools.

We finished

We (glib popularizers, romantic school critics, naive
practitioners,

it?

simplistic researchers and impatient parents) all did.

Between 1967 and

1976, this complex classroom practice, still as yet largely undefined,

which had evolved in some British classrooms since World War II, was
named, emulated, theorized, packaged, reacted to, and invariably dis-

carded.

By 1975, Vincent Rogers, an early and ardent advocate, could

write the 'post game
ment

wap

up'

in Open Education:

Critique and Assess-

:

the spirit of 'openness'
was an important influence
on the lives of teachers and ultimately the lives of children.
It is the potential death of that spirit which concerns me most
as I look at Open Education in America today (Rogers, 1975)
(Emphasis added).
.

.

.

.

.

.

If the spirit of openness was truly an important influence,

then it will not die.

Perhaps, however, the label will.

As early as

1973, Roland Barth suggested that Open Education was a rigid orthodoxy

already more harm than help (Barth, 1973)
of

.

Indeed it was, and the myth

'open' classrooms as a desirable recipe to be followed has disappeared

from the popular literature.

But what of those teachers who believe

2

they have found. In their
exploration of British Prlrary
School practice,
moments of outstanding teaching
and learning? They are still
working
and thinking. The most
thoughtful are wondering what can
be said about
these classroom practices which
often feel so right. Now that the
strident rhetoric has passed, reflection
and research Is possible and
sorely
needed. Reflection and research
on the ’open' or Informal classroom
Is

needed for the sake of the children,
for the sake of the teachers, and
for the Integrity of education in
America.

^search will help children.
children?

Why is it important for the

It is important because along one dimension
the process of

growing up means moving from being totally
adult-dependent to being

adult-independent and interdependent.
help children move along this path:

One of the roles of schools is to
to help children become increasingly

independent of adults and in charge of their own involvement
with the
world.

A goal of 'open’ classroom teachers

is to assist children in

becoming independent at an early age.
Historically, elementary school classroom practice has been
based upon the assumption that children were preparing for rather than

practicing independence while in school.

The notion that the creation

of settings in which children could function independently while acquir-

ing the requisite skills for adulthood is a significantly better means
of educating children for a productive adult life is a marked departure

from conventional practice.

It is a departure worthy of assessment to

determine whether, in fact, greater independence occurs and whether such

independence is, in fact, beneficial to children and society.

3

Research will help teachers

.

Reflection and research Is needed

for teachers because they need
to know if the effort and
complexity
such programs require is accomplishing
the goal in which they believe.
Teachers who have attempted 'open'
classroom practice divide into two
groups;
those whose efforts succeeded and
continue and those whose

efforts failed.

Both groups will benefit from research.

The successful

practitioner will benefit by learning whether
or not his hard work
indeed is accomplishing one of its basic
goals.

The unsuccessful will

benefit by learning whether or not something
they attempted and stopped
was indeed able to accomplish what it claimed.

Such knowledge would

help these teachers decide whether or not another
effort is warranted.

Resear ch will help the field of elementary education

.

Research

which helps to determine whether or not 'open' classroom
practice indeed
accomplishes its stated goals will bolster the integrity of elementary

education because such research will begin to answer the questions concerning the worth of 'open' classroom practice.

Answering this question

is important to the field of education because of the extraordinary

amount of time and energy allocated to all aspects of 'open' classroom

practice during the past ten years.

American education appeared for a

time to be moving rapidly towards implementing 'open' classrooms on a

wide scale.

Then, just as precipitously, the trend reversed:

the shift

was not a consequence of new knowledge gained from research but a

consequence of failures, and widely publicized labels ('open' classrooms)

which proceeded understanding.

The labels, a symptom of a fad or rigid

orthodoxy, and the problems they caused were startlingly similar to the

demise of 'Progressive' education in the United States some forty years
ago.

4

problem

of labels

.

The origins of British 'open*
classroom

practice from which American educators
took their cues during the period
of rapid implementation of 'open'
practice in the United States were the
practices of American progressive educators.

The work of John Dewey

and others during the first quarter of
this century caused a great

turmoil in American schools.

Educators became deeply polarized on the

issue of Progressive Education and their rigidity
of position served to

publicize a label. Progressive Education.

Onto this label were hung all

the vivid horror stories of unsuccessful progressive
classrooms.

Despite

the unusual and extraordinary success of many
progressive classrooms,

the label rapidly acquired a negative connotation.

Many historians

believe that the Progressive Education Movement ebbed away as
a consequence of polarization and labels.

When British educators in the 1940 's looked about them for

theoretical and practical support in their difficult enterprise of
sustaining a system of elementary education in a nation under attack,
they could not look to existing American practice but had to look back,
instead, to what had been the extraordinary classroom practice of

successful American progressive schools.

The process of labelling and

incomplete implementation had virtually erased all evidence of American

progressive practice from the schools.
Now,

thirty years after the exportation of American progressive

ideas to Great Britain and ten years after their importation back into
the United States, the problem of labels is repeating itself.

'Open'

classroom is now the term onto which are attached all the abuses and

failures of any program „hlch
seeks to help children
become Independent
learners.
Furthermore, In a manner similar
to their

predecessors,

'progressive'

'open' educators, in their
rush to Implement, had
created

yet another orthodoxy of
educational practice.

Not surprisingly in a

country as large as this, currency
of the term 'open' spread
faster
than an understanding of what
was necessary to make such
classrooms
work.
It IS neither possible nor
appropriate that the same classroom
be implemented in both Billings,
Montana, and West Philadelphia,
however,
the label 'open' was for a time
omnipresent in both locals. The reaction

was predictable and parallel to what
had happened to Progressive Education a generation before.

term to avoid.

The label 'open' became and is currently
a

A consequence of this avoidance is the
possibility that

what worked for many teachers and children
(greater self-direction of

children in classrooms) is in danger of being
lost.
Re search can help with the problem of labels

.

Research can help

with the recurrent problem of labels by factoring out of
the ’open’
orthodoxy goals and outcomes which can be considered independently.

Because labels and superficial appearances tend to be allied, any effort

which can extract an essential goal from one type of program, in this
case ’open’ classrooms, and assess the presence of that goal in any

program will serve to direct attention away from labels and toward actual

program accomplishments.

Research into the measurement of ’open’ class-

room outcomes will, hopefully, begin to turn popular thinking away from
’’that’s an ’open’

classroom and

I

don’t like it" to "that classroom

helps my child be an independent learner and

I

wonder, is that valuable."

The problem for this study is to begin to soften the ’open’ classroom
orthodoxy.

6

Problem of the study
In a time of decline in Education,

classrooms is rapidly disappearing.

the experimentation of ’open-

Successful ’open’ classrooms helped

teachers, parents, and children believe
that children can be independent

learners.

This goal, to maximize independence in
children, has not been

assessed.

It has presumably been accomplished in
classrooms which

appear

open.’

But it has never been precisely assessed and,
in parti-

cular, never in a manner that could be applied
to any classroom situation.

The problem in the study, then, is both to establish
that student-

initiated learning is a significant goal of ’open’ classrooms
and to
attempt to assess this goal.

Purpose of the study

A review of the literature revealed that student-initiated
learning was indeed a major intended outcome of ’open’ classrooms.

The

purpose of the study, then, is to design, develop, and validate a

measure of Student-Initiated Activity in elementary school classrooms.

Outline of the study

Review of literature

.

The review of the literature established

Student-Initiated Activity as an intended outcome.

It also identified

initial outcome research which was of subsequent assistance in developing the measure of Student-Initiated Activity.

The review of literature

began with a computer-assisted search of the ERIC files.
of the descriptors, among which were ’open,’

The selection

’evaluation,’ and ’innova-

tive,’ produced several hundred citations of which only a few were help-

ful during instrument development.

7

Deyelopmenc of Instrument .

drawing upon extant research.
helpful.

The Instrument was developed
by

TVo sources of research were
particularly

First, several articles documenting
the Walberg and Thomas

scales as a valid measure of
'openness' In classrooms.
doctoral research of Lilian Stephens.

Second,

the

Her work divides all classroom

tasks Into a set of six decisions
each of which can be decided in one
of three modes:
teacher, student, or jointly. The
model of classroom

tasks she presents was adapted for this
study.

An ethnographic methodology was examined
and determined to be

appropriate to the study.

A wide variety of sources supported the notion

that observation by an informal observer
was the optimum means of

gathering data on an outcome as complex as
Student-Initiated Activity.
The literature in support of

this

approach ranged from advocating a

pure ethnographic approach with no prior framework to
advocating the

development as purely an objective instrument as possible.

The author

chose a middle path and developed an instrument which, while broad

enough to collect a wide range of data, is also focused enough to be
practical.

The instrument was also reviewed by educators before its

'

first trial.

Instrument trials

.

Three separate trials were used to establish

the validity and utility of the Student-Initiated Activity Instrument.

First, a panel of experts commented upon both the possibility of

measuring Student-Initiated Activity and the ability of the instrument
to assess this outcome.

measure in the field.
reliability.

Second, several pairs of teachers used the

Their results were used to assess inter-rater

Third, the author employed the instrument developed in the

study along with an established measure of 'openness,’ the Walberg/Thomas

8

scales, in order to assess congruent
validity of the two measures.

During the analysis of the results of the
third trial, a secondary

purpose emerged, the development of a Guttman
scale of student decisionmaking.

This scale and the descriptive power of
the developed instru-

ment are discussed in Chapters IV through
VII.

CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction

The theory and research in open classrooms begins
and ends with

children and teachers.

After the initial popularizations (Plowden,

1967; Featherstone, 1967; Silberman, 1970), there followed
numerous

descriptive books (Brown and Precious, 1970; Featherstone,
1971; Marsh,
1970; Rogers, 1970; Weber, 1970) reporting the best practice in British

Primary Schools.

These glowing accounts, combined with personal visits

and nxjmerous unpublished accounts were the raw data for the first
theoretical explanation of the open classroom (Rathbone, 1971; Barth,
1972)

.

Both these works suggested a theory based upon assumptions

about the characteristics of children, learning and knowledge.

remain widely referred to today.

They

Their theories are a rationalization

of observed classroom practice, and it is from, or in reaction to, their

work that ’open' classroom research derives.

British origins of 'open' classrooms
The Plowden Report

.

In 1967, the Central Advisory Council on

Education of the British government published a report on the education
of young children ages 5-12.

This report. Children and Their Schools,

or the Plowden Report, named for its chairwomen. Lady Bridgitte Plowden,

extensively documented a classroom practice new to England since 1946.
9
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During the Second World War the
British evacuated many children
from
the cities and both housed and
schooled them in sparsely populated
areas
remote from German bombing. This
rapid redistribution of the elementary
school age population produced
extraordinarily crowded conditions in
rural schools.

It was no longer physically possible
to continue the

schooling of young children in its traditional
form.

There were not

enough desks, texts, or classrooms in the
countryside to accomodate the

city children.

Communities were forced to make do with what they
had;

they had to create a system of schooling
compatible with their adversity.

Classes were held outside in non-school buildings,

mat

was

studied was whatever was present in the environs of
the school (a stream,
a mill, a farm,

a forest).

teachers of class groups.

Adults not trained as teachers became
There was considerably more time for children

to play and ask their own questions.

Children were of necessity expected

to be self-reliant and independent.

Among British teachers were many who enjoyed the changes in

classroom practice that adversity demanded.

These teachers and their

supervisors observed happier, more curious, and more productive children
than they had observed before the evacuation.

Many of these educators,

seeking to understand what they saw, looked closely at the philosophy
and practice of American Progressive education.

They felt indeed that

the new classroom practice pressed upon them by World War II was identical in many respects to ideal progressive practice.

When the children and teachers returned to their homes they
carried with them the desire and expectation that progressive practice

would continue.

In several sections of England these practices

11

continued to develop and they began
to attract national and then
worldwide interest.
It was in response to this interest
that the Plowden

Committee was formed to document and to
review the theory and practice
of these classrooms often referred to as
'informal.'

Five points w ith great Impact on American
education
In the report. Children and Their Schools the
,
committee glow-

ingly described 'informal' practices and recommended
their extension
into schools throughout the country.

In particular, the report made

five points which were to have great impact on American
educators and

schools.

children

First, the report identified the schools as belonging to the
.

This is a significant shift in emphasis away from a societal

or adult orientation towards children.

This emphasis was later

expressed as 'child centered schools.'

Second, the report assumed

children to be innately curious, that in the right setting a child will

explore and learn.

Third, the report took the position that knowledge

is unique to each child and therefore trying to teach all children the

same thing is unproductive.

Fourth, the report affirmed a principle'

first articulated by nursery educators that

children (italics the authors)

.

'

play is the work of

And, fifth, that young children learn

best by doing, instead of just sitting and listening.

The imminent

publication of this report attracted headlines in England and the
attention of American educators.

12

^_erlcan popularization of 'open*
classronn,.
F ^st American accounts of
British »open’ classrnon,..

By

December of 1967, a full year before
the official publication of the
Plowden Report, Joseph Featherstone
published three articles in the New
described and praised ’informal' practices
in England
(Featherstone, 1967).

In particular, he commented upon
the self-direc-

tion and responsibility of children.

He described children beginning

and finishing projects without any contact
with the teacher.

One of

his best known anecdotes is his question to
a child about the location
of her teacher.
”0h,

Looking up briefly from her work, the girl commented,

she’s probably off getting a cup of tea," and returned
to her work.

This apparent independence and responsibility was startling
to many.

Featherstone further emphasized the quality of children’s work.
He commented, in particular, on the high level of representation and

complexity of color in the paintings of six and seven year olds.

He

also remarked upon the carefully illuminated borders surrounding the
pages of a child’s story which was to be part of a class book.

Last,

he commented upon the complexity of children’s play and showed how

elements of their fantasy play contributed to language development,

reading skills, and increased knowledge of natural science.

Featherstone ’s articles amplified in a highly readable style the

message of the Plowden Report.

Furthermore, he brought to the atten-

tion of thousands of American educators the startling appearance of

many British Primary Schools.

13

A_,crltlque of American schools matched
with advocacy of 'open*
c lassrooms

Charles Silberman was the third
significant popularizer of

.

’informal’ or ’open' classroom practice
in America.

—

Classroom

^ isis
_

,

His book, Crisis in

however, went a step beyond Featherstone’

s

three articles.

in the Classroom is first a strident and
articulate critique of

the failure of American schools.

The schools he found in particular

crisis were those in the inner cities.

He found their huge size, imper-

sonal handling of students, and reliance on
reading and writing materials

for the education of children who could do neither
to constitute a cri-

tical paralysis in American education.

documented and damning.

His critique was readable,

Silberman ’s critique alone might have had a

significant impact on teachers, however, he combined his critique with
a glowing description of and strong recommendation for ’open’ class-

rooms.

His book delivered a one-two punch to apologists for the city

schools and started many educators towards attempting to implement
’open’ classrooms in American schools.

Prescription for implementation

The publication of Crisis in the Classroom occurred simultaneously with the publication of several detailed books which explained

how to set up a classroom of the type Featherstone and Silberman had
described.

Each of these books was based upon extensive classroom

observations in England.

All the books take a positive and uncritical

approach to their description.

Each book presumes that the reader has

already decided to attempt this type of classroom approach and that only
additional detail and support need be provided.

essentially four points.

Each book makes

First, the use of space is varied.

There is
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no longer the single room filled
with a desk for each child, but
a
variety of smaller spaces provided
for privacy and adapted to the
various

materials assembled there.

At a child's eye level the room
would appear

to be several clearly defined
alcoves each with its specific task
or

invitation to work.

Animal corners, book corners, painting
tables,

work benches, fish tanks and books, are
examples of these spaces.
Second, each author emphasizes the need for
rich and varied

materials.

This variety is necessary to accomodate the
diversity of

children's desires and to both permit and encourage
the integration of
several different media into the same work.

If a child would like to

illustrate a story with a series of batiks the opportunity
will be lost
if the materials are not all immediately available,

the authors claim.

A wealth of materials is also prescribed because of the active learning
valued by these educators.

It is preferable that a child learning

about water power build a model water wheel than only read about one.
The raw materials for such work are again immediately available in their
ideal classrooms.

The provisioning of classrooms for these educators is more than
a variety of materials,

it is also a certain kind of material.

— an

material with more than one use

open-ended material.

A

Paint, clay,

sand, water, wood, pencils, paper, are examples of these.

Materials

they don't value are those printed materials whose only use requires

filling in blanks.

Most workbooks are examples of such materials.

A third concern these authors express is the need for complex
and thorough record keeping.

In general, these records are to be

anecdotal descriptions of a child's activity.

If possible,

the teacher

should refrain from judging immediately, but instead wait until
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sufficient anecdotal evidence has
accumulated for pattern to emerge.
These educators believe that
most of what a child will choose
to do Is
'right' for the child and that
If teachers have provisioned
the class
adequately the chosen activity of the
child will be best for him. The

extensive record keeping Is to assist
teachers In seeing this.

Another

reason given for extensive record keeping
is the documentation of the

curriculum as a whole.

On any given day. It might seem as though
each

child was pursuing a unique path.

However, careful documentation will

show that over several weeks many children are asking
similar questions
and unifying themes will emerge.
^

Thus, record keeping Is emphasized as

elemGTit of a successful informal classroom.

A fourth point made by each author is the significance of
children

s

play.

They all echo the Plowden Report’s affirmation that

’play is the work of children/ and they prescribe space, materials,

and time in large quantities as essential for a successful program.

In

these dress up areas children ’rehearse’ for their adult lives and

express their inner commentary on their present experience.

A myth of the ideal open classroom is

bom

.

These five books

(Brown and Precious, 1970; Featherstone, 1971; Marsh, 1970; Rogers,
1970; Weber, 1970) are the best examples of a large collection of works

aimed at the initial practitioners of ’open’ classrooms.

able and extraordinarily detailed.
the ideal.

They are read-

They are an eloquent expression of

Each work describes the classrooms of talented and experi-

enced teachers.

Significantly, however, each author also made the work

of an ’open’ classroom appear so compelling and easy that they created
a myth for teachers about how these classrooms work.

the myth was:

Simply stated,

provision the classrooms richly, assemble the children.
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step back a little and you
will see an 'open' classroom
appear.
The
myth neglected the extraordinarily
complex role of the adult necessary
to the operation of an
'open' classroom.
This omission left many
teachers and supervisors with the
mistaken belief that changing classroom practice from 'traditional' to
'open' would be easy.
Consequently.
in the early 1970 's, many
teachers and schools attempted to
implement
•open'

classrooms and found their efforts did not
produce classrooms

which matched those so glowingly described
by the authors mentioned
above.

the

It was not until several years later
that literature critiquing

open' classroom myth became readily available.

Two works articulating a theory of open
classrooms

Between the publications of the first glowing accounts
and the

publication of articles exposing the myth, the two significant
works

which articulated a theory of open classrooms were published.

In 1971,

Charles Rathbone edited and published a collection of articles advocating and supporting 'open' education. Open Education (Rathbone, 1970)
And,

in 1972, Roland Barth published a revised version of his doctoral

thesis. Open Education and the American School (Barth, 1972), which drew

together elements from the literature into a comprehensive and articulate summary of 'open' educators' beliefs and practice.

These two works

expressed a theory of 'open' education which is widely referred to today.

Within their work is a recurring theme and the topic of this paper,

self-direction of children in classrooms

.

Self-directed children as an outcome

—a

reoccurring theme.

Rathbone remarks that "learning is seen as a result of the [child's]
own self-initiated interaction with the world" (Rathbone, Urban Review,
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He expands this point when he
comments that an *open' educator
views the child
P.

4).

as a self-activated maker of
meaning, an active aeent
his own learning.
[The child] is the one who by
his o™ volition causes things to happen
(Rathbone, edit., 1971
.

.

.

,

p.

loo)

.

and further emphasizes the idea
four pages later when he states
that
.
the basic idea which recurs, in all
the literature is that
in a very fundamental way the
child is his own agent-a selfreliant, independent, self-actualizing
.

.

individual who is capable
on his own of forming concepts and
learning (Rathbone, editor,

ly /I, p

.

104)

’

.

Rathbone goes on to list five desired outcomes
of 'open' classrooms which are pertinent to this study because
they emphasize the

importance of self-direction in 'open' classrooms.
The child will:
1.

take responsibility for his own decisions and actions.

2.

be autonomous, acting and making decisions independently.

3.

have ability and desire to set his own goals.

4.

learn self-direction as a basis for organizing his life.

5.

have the capacity for long term involvement at learning
tasks of his own choosing (Rathbone, edit., 1971, pp
537-38)

Unless a child has the capacity for and the desire to show a high degree
of self-direction , it is highly unlikely that he could attain any of the

desired outcomes mentioned above.

Roland Barth takes a similar position in his book. Open Education and the American School

.

He rather neatly divides his points into

assumptions about children, learning, and knowledge,

Barth carefully

lists the assumptions he found held by most 'open' educators and it is
to this list we must look to find the importance he says 'open'
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educators place on self-direction as
a desired outcome for children.
Specifically, Barth lists two positivist
assumptions about children
which are pertinent to this study.

Children are innately curious.
and

Children
1972).

s

exploratory behavior is self-perpetuating (Barth,

Three of the assumptions he lists under
Assumptions About Learn-

ing and Knowledge elaborate on these two:
1.

Children are innately curious and display exploratory
behavior quite independent of adult intervention.

2.

Children have both the competence and the right to

make significant decisions concerning their own
learning.
3.

Children will be likely to learn if they are given

considerable choice in the selection of the material
they wish to work with and in the selection of

questions they wish to pursue with respect to these
materials.
(Barth, 1972).

Both Rathbone and Barth emphasize that ’open’ educators believe
in a child who wants to learn, who wants to direct his own learning,

and whose self-selected activities are the most valid options for the
child.

A child who fits such

a description is certainly self-directed,

but in precisely what form and in what frequency self-direction would
be observable is not clear.

Rathbone and Barth powerfully articulated

a set of assumptions about children,

learning, and knoweldge, which
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would

se™

to produce self-directed
children.

They did not, however,

address themselves to the
problem of measuring the presence
of selfdirection as an outcome of 'open’
classrooms. Educators began to
focus
on the complex outcome, self
-direction, or student-inIt.-ateH
as it is also called, immediately
after the publication of Rathbone
and

Barth's major works.

Othar statamants of outcomas
During tha yaars aftar tha publication of
Barth's and Rathbone 's
books, many articles and books stating
the goals and desired outcomes
of 'open' classrooms were published.

Among the goals and outcomes

frequently cited was student- initiated learning.

This notion is since

variously labeled throughout the literature as
independent decisionmaking, student choice of learning, self-directed
learning, independent
learners, and knowing how to learn.

The origins of this goal are the

positivist assumptions about children and their spontaneous
activity

which Barth and Rathbone found to be widely held by teachers whose
classrooms were considered open.

A British approach

.

As one might expect, the first articles

to focus on not only the details of

'open' or 'informal' classrooms

but also on the explicit or inferred outcomes of such programs were

written about British classrooms.

Americans went to England to observe,

to interview, to participate and to write about these classrooms from a

programmatic point of view.

The authors were interested in the goals

and outcomes of programs and

I

mention this because the notion of

program is a very American approach.

Most British educators would have

goals and outcomes but their emphasis is the children and their work.
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When a British educator
makes general programmatic
statements, It Is
apt to be from a broad
foundation of anecdote and
practical experience.
The goals evolve from the
work and children’s activity.

^

American approach

.

American educators tended, early
on in

their experience with ’open’
classrooms, to immediately factor
out the
goals and outcomes which they
identified from direct observation
or

conversation.

While this tendency has been helpful
to reserachers,

has not served teachers or children
well.

Why?

it

Because the goals and

outcomes were ’heady stuff’ in the late
60’s and early 70’s, and many
teachers embraced the goals and outcomes
described without any deep

understanding of the extraordinarily complex
activity of both adults
and children necessary to attain these
goals and outcomes.

Teachers

who did not understand the necessary complexity
of classroom organization had a difficult time reaching the goals and
outcomes so compellingly

P^^s^^ted in the literature and popular press.

America n comment on British classrooms

.

The articles and books

mentioned below are a sampling of the goals and outcomes Americans
factored out of their observations of British classrooms.

In a book

edited by Vincent Rogers of Connecticut University in 1970, Marie Muir

writes that a major goal of British open classrooms is that "children
take time to become aware of ’learning’ as a conscious pursuit" and

"that a growing number of [British] primary schools now consider the

fostering of this responsibility as one of their most important functions" (Muir in Rogers, 1970).

A year later, E. B. Nyquist wrote that

a goal of open classrooms is "independent thinkers who are self-pro-

pelled and continuous learners."

He further pointed out that in England

he saw "no abdication of authority" but rather that there was an
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emphasis on teaching children how
to think" (Nyqulst, September
1971,
p.

27).

Nyqulst Is representative of those
educators who posit that

s elf-dlrectlon

and student-initi ated leamine come
as a consequence of

an active adult role.

Many American authors, however, held
quite different assumptions.
These writers suggest that the child is
innately a self-directed learner
and that the most productive role for an adult
in the classroom is to
trust and rely upon the child.

This second group of writers comment

that a "child can be entrusted with elements of
his own learning"

(Hertzberg and Stone, 1971, p. 224).

Or that "learning is most signi-

ficant when self-initiated and self-directed" (Flyrry in
Nyquist and
Hawes, 1972, p. 102).

She further added that ’open' education holds

the learner responsible for continuous self-evaluation.

J.

Cadoret

found the prime concern of 'open' educators to be the fostering of

independent decision-making abilities (Cadoret, 1972).
^ visit to Eynshan Primary Schools in England,

Kathryn Madera,

quotes the head of

the school who took the position that "society needs individuals who are

self-confident, self-directed, and self-disciplined" (Madera, February
1973, p. 198).

Virgil Hawes amplifies her remarks when he explains that

Children who make more and more learning decisions and accept
responsibility for them
children who know how to learn,
view learning as worthwhile, and think of learning as a lifelong process ... a child [who] knows what he has done, what
he's doing, and even what he plans to do
(Howe, 1974,
.

.

.

.

pp.

10,

12,

.

.

305).

are outcomes of 'open' classrooms.

American comment on American classrooms.

Simultaneously with

the publication of articles that concentrated on the apparent and

expressed goals and outcomes of British ’open’ classrooms were many
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articles reporting the goals
and desired outcomes of the
first American
'open* classrooms.
Ron Henderson writing about
the Tucson Early Education Model lists children
becoming independent learners
as the number one
goal of the Tucson Model’s approach.
He further explains that two
other
goals, self-goal setting and
self-evaluation reflect the assumption
that

responsibility for learning must ultimately
rest with the student
(Henderson, April 1973, p. 370).

Henderson expands his image of the

responsible and independent learner in his
article. Defining Goals in

^en

Education

.

Schools must provide a student with "the
skills which

will assist him in becoming a self-motivated,
independent learner"
(Henderson in Spodek and Walberg, 1975,
p. 72).

Students must learn to

set goals, to establish procedures to achieve
the goals, and to evaluate

their attainment of those goals if they are to become
the motivated,

independent learners Henderson advocates.

Soon the literature progressed

from advocacy to philosophy, and remarks such as the following
became
commonplace:

It is a direct tenet of an open philosophy of education

that the children should be involved in planning and choosing their own

learning" (Czajkowski and Melon, 1975, p. 281).
By 1975, student- initiated learning, a term

I

use to encompass

the myriad phrases expressed in the literature and sampled above, was a

goal and outcome widely acknowledged as a fundamental part of ’open’

education.

Despite the wide attention this notion has received, no one

prior to 1975 had been able to precisely define or describe it.
over, there was no agreed upon definition of the

t3'pe of

More-

classroom

which was supposed to uniquely foster the development of this ability.
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Attempting to identify and measure
'openness*
Woj^ of Bussis and Chittendon

.

Between 1970 and 1972, three

excellent pieces of work were published
which helped educators to
identify 'open' classrooms and to measure
the extent of 'openness'
present in a classroom.

This defining research is particularly
helpful

to anyone looking at possible 'open' classroom
outcomes such as student-

initiated activity.

Beginning in 1970, Educational Testing Service in

conjunction with their work as Follow Through educators
began research
to define and identify an 'open' classroom.

Ann Bussis and Edward

Chittendon published, in 1970, a report for the Educational Testing
Services titled Analysis of an Approach to Open Education

.

The authors

based their analysis on close reading of the extant literature and on
close observation of all aspects of the Educational Development Centers
(E.D.C.) Follow Through program.

E.D.C., located in Newton,

Massachusetts, was designing and implementing classrooms which closely

paralleled the best British Primary School classrooms.

Workshops for

teachers were taught by several of the best known teachers and advisors

from those parts of England where 'informal' classrooms were considered
to be best established.

Many of these thoughtful and provocative

British educators were working full time at E.D.C. during the period of
Bussis' and Chittendon'

s

analysis.

What Bussis and Chittendon found was not a model for a classroom but a new role for teachers and support for teachers attempting
that role.

E.D.C. advisors believed that teachers must be "experimen-

ters," constantly evaluating and reviewing their work.

The teacher-

experimenter was to be breaking new ground as an "active adult with
active children" (Bussis and Chittendon, 1970,

p.

21).
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Precisely what form this
experimentation was to take was
vague.
Bussls and Chittendon found
anecdotes and examples to be either
too
narrow or too broad to be of much
help to those struggling with
measurement of the 'open' or 'informal'
ideas E.D.C. sought to Implement.
As
they mention their frustration with
the problem of defining an 'open'
approach, they aptly remark "the shunning
of labels and instructional

objectives gives the approach espoused by
E.D.C. a reputation of
inarticulateness which critics call "mystic"
and friends describe as
"intuitive" (Bussis and Chittendon, 1970,
p. 9).
As this statement implies, Bussis and
Chittendon found critics
or friends, but few objective evaluators as
they examined the E.D.C.

model.

Searching for a structure which would help the undecided
identify

whether or not an ’informal' or ’open’ process as espoused
by E.D.C.
was, in fact, present, Bussis and Chittendon developed a
two-axis matrix.

The horizontal axis. Contribution of Teacher

moving from left to right.

ranged from low to high

The vertical axis. Contribution of Child

ranged from low to high, bottom to top.
possible.

,

,

Four possible types are

One for each quadrant of the intersecting axes:

high

Laissez-faire

Open Education

4—*

low

Contribution of teacher

Traditional

Programmed Instruction

high

1

low
(Bussis and Chittendon, 1970,
p.

23)
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Bussls and Chittenden found that
’Informal' and 'open' classrooms
were
dependent upon high teacher and high
child contribution. When both
were present, children did indeed
appear to be directing their own
learning.

One of the best known E.D.C. advisors,
Dave Armington,

repeatedly asked when talking about
'open' or 'informal' classrooms,
"Are they [the children]

self-directing?

Do they take responsibility

for their own learning?" (Bussis and
Chittendon, 1970, p. 20).
IThile the Bussis and Chittendon matrix
is a helpful framework

for thought. It is not particularly
appropriate to more precise means

of assessment.

It lacks the precision necessary for
quantitative assess-

ment of ’open’ or ’informal’ practices,

the authors acknowledge this in

their final chapter in which they identify five activities
for further
work.

Of these five, two are important of this paper.
1.

Development of procedures for appraising the extent
to which ’open’

2.

education is implemented.

Development of techniques for evaluating child
outcomes in an ’open’ educational setting.
(Bussis and Chittendon, 1970, p. 60)

Considerable work has been done in the assessment of the extent of implementation, the two most important of which

I

will discuss below.

Little

progress on the other hand has been made in the assessment of child

outcomes and it is to that need that this paper is addressed.

Walberg and Thomas’ work

.

In the spring of 1972, Herbert Walberg

and Susan Thomas published Open Education: An Operational Definition and

Validation in Great Britain and the United States (Walberg and Thomas,
1972).

ments

This article’s goal was to develop "convenient and valid instru-

...

to enable independent observers, trained in the use of
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instruments but not trained to be
'open’ educators, to identify
objectively the distinguishing
characteristics of authentic open
classrooms"
(Walberg and Thomas, 1972,
p. 198).
In their work they were testing
the hypothesis "that ’open’ education
practice reflects its written

characterization by practitioners and sensitive
observers" (Walberg and
Thomas, 1972, p. 199).

Building on the work of Bussis and Chittendon,

Walberg and Thomas excluded from their
literature search writings concerning classrooms which could be located in
two quadrants of the Bussis

and Chittendon framework:

laissez-faire or 'free school’ classrooms

and programmed instruction classrooms.

They included writing about

classrooms in which active students were brought
together with active
children.

The authors’ search led them to identify eight themes.

each of the eight themes, they developed several statements.

For
The number

of statements on each theme was proportional to the frequency of that

theme in the literature.

form the scales.

Fifty statements covering the eight themes

Walberg and Thomas developed parallel questionnaire

and observation forms.
The questionnaire format was a four-point scale (strongly disagree, disagree, agree, strongly agree) and the parallel observation

rating was also (no evidence; weak, infrequent evidence, moderate,

occasional evidence; and strong, frequent evidence).

Listed below are

the eight themes and their frequencies in the fifty statement scales:
1.

Provisioning for learning

2.

Humaneness, respect, openness and warmth

4

3.

Diagnosis of learning events

4

4.

Instruction, guidance and extension of learning
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5.

6.

Evaluation of diagnostic information

5

Seeking opportunities for
professional

growth
2

7.

8.

Self-perception of teacher

i

Assumptions about children and learning
process

^

(Walberg and Thomas, 1972,

205)

p.

Walberg and Thomas used a thorough
procedure to train their
observers.

Two films of excellent teachers were
viewed by the fourteen

U.S. observers.

The observers rated each film and then
reviewed their

results to establish consensus.

Later that day, they observed and

rated a third film and after that completed
two practice observations,

one each in a traditional and an 'open’ classroom.

Those observers,

naive as to the purpose of the study, and those who
knew the purpose

agreed highly in their ratings.

Two observers were also similarly

trained in England and as a check against the validity of the
English

observers

ratings when compared to those of their American counterparts

two of the four observers of British classrooms were two of the experi-

enced American observers whose agreement with the American observers

was already clear.
Sixty classes were observed.

These classrooms were identified

by other teachers and supervisors as excellent examples of 'open' or

traditional classrooms.

Twenty each were American 'open,' American

traditional, and British 'open.

'

Each American class was visited three

times, and each British class twice.

The teacher questionnaire version

of the rating scale was also left with each teacher.

The results of

these careful preparations and observations are worthy of note.
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First, it was found that
there was substantial agreement

between observer ratings and
teacher ratings; upwards of
and Thomas, In Walberg,
1975. p.

149).

.8

(Halberg

Second, that 'open' classes

differed significantly from
traditional classes on five of the
eight
themes:
provisioning, humaneness, diagnosis.
Instruction, and evaluation.

And, third, that the differences
found between ’open’ and tradi-

tional classrooms are greater than
differences across socio-economic
strata or across schools.

The significance for their study is
that the

Walberg and Thomas scales are a valid and
reliable measure of the
prGsence of an *open* classroom.
Since the original publication of the Walberg
and Thomas scales
they have been widely used and considered
convenient and valid measures
of

openness.'

Between 1973 and 1976, four doctoral theses used these

scales as measures of 'openness* in their research (Elofson,
1973;
Flake, 1975; Hopke, 1976; Kitay, 1976).

The critique of these scales

by these authors is no more severe than the weaknesses Walberg and
Thomas
point out in their chapter in Studies in Open Education (Walberg,
1975,
edit.).

Their first point is that the large number of items on the

Provisioning theme (25) undercuts the reliability of the other themes
whose representation in the scale items range from one to five.

Second,

many of the characteristics of successful 'open' classrooms found in the

literature did not lend themselves to measurement by questionnaire item.
As the authors admit, "over half the characteristics on which we found

agreement in the literature and among prominent educators are not
covered in the instruments" (Walberg and Thomas, in Walberg, 1975,
152)

.

p.

They further add that "one necessary criterion for selection of

items was the likelihood of observability" (Walberg and Thomas, in
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walbarg, 1975, p. 152).

Walberg and Thomas acknowledge the
limits of

the Instrument but their work
does Identify 'open' classrooms
and Is
valuable because it has withstood
subsequent examination. The Malberg-

Ihomas scales are a measure of 'open'
classrooms based upon appearances.

Both physical and process dimensions
are observed, but there Is no attempt
by them to measure 'openness' by rating
observable outcomes. That work
remains.

Traub and Weiss

*s

work

—a

Canadian measure

.

While Walberg and

Thomas were refining their scales, two Canadian
educators, Ross Traub
and Joel Weiss, were also working on the problem of
describing and

quantifying ’open’ education.
and rigorous.

Their work, done in Ontario, is thorough

One wonders why it is that it has not received wide

attention in the United States.

manner to Walberg and Thomas.

Traub and Weiss began in a similar

They reviewed the literature and in

Particular noted several of Barth’s assumptions.

Significantly, they

note that assumptions are quite different from objectives and that "a
firm basis for inferring the objectives of ’open’ education does not

appear to exist" (Traub and Weiss, 1972, p. 71).

Without objectives it

is difficult,

they point out, to measure either degree of implementation

or outcomes.

Assumptions that "students can make significant decisions

for themselves and allowing them to choose what they will do in school

does not necessarily have the effect of turning out able decision-

makers" (Traub and Weiss, 1972, p. 71).
Turning their attention to the first need, listing characteristics of ’open’ programs, the authors found that "the assumptions

underlying ’open’ education have more clear-cut implications for the
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process of schooling than for the
characteristics students develop"
(Traub and Weiss, 1972, p. 73).
Thus they list ten process aspects
of
school programs.
1.

Setting instructional objectives

2.

Materials and activities

3.

Physical environment

Structure for decision-making
5.

Time scheduling

6.

Individualization of instruction

7.

Composition of classes

8.

Role of teacher

9.

Student evaluation

10.

Student control
(Traub and Weiss, 1972, p. 73)

These ten aspects of school programs were represented with 28 items on
a teacher questionnaire.

Each item contains four or five alternative

statements which the teacher is asked to rank by assigning highest rank
to the alternative that applies to "most students most of the time" and

lowest rank to the alternative that applies to only a "few students for

very little time."

The alternatives in each item could be ordered

along a continuum from ’open’ to traditional.

Teachers interviewed

about the complexity of the questionnaires report that they found it
clear and interesting.

Questionnaires were scored using a limited

ranking procedure based on a set of option weights and rank weights.
The authors admit that the scoring procedure is complicated and do not

explicate it further in the article.
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They do, however, mention their
results in two sets of trials.
First, they tested the instrument
in two sets of exemplar 'open'
and

traditional schools.

The questionnaire did distinguish
between 'open'

and traditional classrooms and it was
expanded to thirty items for the

second trial.

The second trial involved 449 teachers
in 30 schools and

showed clearly that the instrument differentiated
between two types of

classroom programs.

:^erican preference for Walberg and Thomas scales

>

then, with two apparently worthwhile instruments, do

American educators invariably favor the Walberg-Thomas scales?
believe there are two reasons.

I

First, Traub and Weiss are not part of

the American ’open’ educational establishment.

While their work draws

upon all the significant sources consulted by Walberg and Thomas, these
two Canadians are not as well known in the United States as Walberg and

Thomas are.

The reason for the lack of attention paid to the Traub

and Weiss instrument may be the complex scoring system.
tial paper, the scoring system is not discussed and

them for it.

x^e

In their ini-

must

x^^:ite

to

This complexity and lack of availability are in marked

contrast to the simplicity and availability of Walberg and Thomas’s
work.

A third reason for the relative obscurity of Traub and Weiss’s

work may be the technical sytle of their article.

So much of the ’open’

education literature is anecdotal, romantic, and almost poetic.
and Weiss’s succinct style is not.

Traub

It is possible that educators look-

ing for measures of ’openness’ were put off by the style of the writing

and never gave the content a fair hearing.
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Regardless of the reasons for the minimal
use of Traub and

Weiss's instrument, it is important to
note that it is an excellent
piece of work, while at the same time taking
the position that the

employment of the Walberg-Thomas scales as a
measure of 'openness' in
classrooms is more appropriate in the context of
classroom research in
the United States today.

^letta and Gab le's work

.

Although there have been many unsuc-

cessful attempts to define 'open' classrooms, there has been
a fourth
significant effort in addition to the Walberg and Thomas, Traub and

Weiss scales, and Bussis and Chittendon works.

employed scales.

This effort also

Anthony Coletta and Robert Gable used a Likert format

questionnaire of Barth's assumptions.

Barth's assumptions about

children's learning, social learning, intellectual development, and

knowledge were first grouped and presented in a Likert format by Barth
in the Phi Delta Kappan, October, 1971 (Barth, 1971, pp. 97-99).

Coletta and Gable undertook a study of the Content and Construct

Validity of the Barth Scales.

They mailed the scales to a panel of

experts and asked them to sort the items into mutually exclusive categories, a latent category matrix.

validity of the scales.
items.

The panel's sort affirmed the content

Next, they asked teachers to Likert Scale the

The completed scales were subject to factor analysis and the

factors emerging were parallel to the Barth scales (Coletta and Gable,
1975).

Unfortunately, these two researchers did not complete the next

step in the development of a useful Identifying instrument.

They have

not as yet determined whether teacher completion of the Barth scales
does in fact identify 'open' programs.

I

hope they do, because a third
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reliable and valid measure would
certainly be useful to those
studying
’open’ classroom practice and
outcomes.
Tt^ree studies

which ex amine teacher’s role and
expectations.

While Traub and Walberg examined
the appearance of the open classroom,
others sought to use the teacher's
role and expectations as defining

elements (Resnick, 1972; Coletta, 1974
and 1975; Brandt, 1975).

These

researchers have found the teacher to be
more directing and less laissezfaire than was originally portrayed in
the literature.

Resnick in particular coded teacher/child exchanges
in classrooms which had been identified as 'open' by
teachers and supervisors
in the field.

She found that 23.3 percent of a teacher's exchanges

with children and 13.6 percent of a child's exchanges
with a teacher
were substantive questions.

She postulated but did not show that a

question-asking style on the part of the teacher would lead to more

question-asking by children, and that such questioning would lead to

more self-direction in students.

She was encouraged by her initial

findings and suggested that research is needed into the wide "range of

techniques for encouraging and promoting self -directed learning"
(Resnick, 1972, p. 81).

I

mention her study here because it is illus-

trative of other attempts to define 'open' classrooms and because she
believes, as indicated by her above statement, that promoting self-

directed learning is a goal of 'open' classrooms.

Richard Brandt in an Observational Portrait of a British Infant
School (in Spodeck and Walberg, 1975) focused on teacher child interactions.

He found five teacher expectations which he believed defined

the essence of an 'open' classroom.

holds for the child are:

The five expectations the teach

1

Have something to do

.

2.

Finish one thing before starting
another

3.

Have something tangible to show or
account for time

4.

Care for materials

5.

Participate in group discussions

While these expectations may become clear after
many days of observation,
they would not readily be observable on a
single visit.

For this reason

they are not convenient identifiers of an ’open’
classroom.

Further-

more, they comprise a narrow list of expectations
which would rarely be

applied to all children equally.

Because of this, it would be difficult

to measure to what degree ’openness’ was present in
the classroom under

observation.

educators

The same criticisms which Traub and Weiss aimed at ’open’

notion that assumptions produced outcomes is applicable here.

Do the children, in fact, meet their expectations in all ’open’ class-

rooms, and are there classrooms in which children do meet these expec-

tations which are not ’open’?

I

would suggest, yes.

Brandt’s study is another example of an effort to define ’open’

classrooms that is not useful to researchers seeking to conveniently

and accurately identify a set of classrooms which most educators would
consider ’open.’

Shift in research toward process dimensions of open classrooms

Within the last year, the emphasis and context of definition
research has shifted away from physical descriptions toward the process
dimensions of ’open’ classrooms (Kendall and Solomon, 1975; Schneiderman,
1976; Linden and Purdom, 1976).

In a paper presented to the American

Psychological Association in August of 1975, Kendall and Solomon
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delineated three classroom types:

'open,'

'traditional,' and 'combina-

tion' from a factor analysts of
attrtbntes of observed classrooms

(Kendall and Solomon, 1975).

quite complex.

Their procedure, while intriguing,
was

The researcher's need for a convenient
instrument remains

For future note, however, is their
Identification of combination classrooms.

Recent research published in England
(Bennett, 1975) suggests

that classrooms employing ’mixed method’
may help children to both

higher achievers as measured by normed tests
and more self-directed
learners as measured by observation of child
behavior.

If this new

research is important, means of identifying classrooms
using a mixed
(

’open ’/traditional) approach will be needed.

Della Schneiderman presented a paper at the A.E.R.A. conference
in San Francisco, April 1976.

Salient Components

,

In this paper. The Open Classroom;

she identified nine components of all classrooms

which have a specific expression in ’open’ classrooms.

Her work, while

thoughtful and helpful in that it emphasized environment and structure
as two components, was not concerned with the problem of identifying
’open’ classrooms.

She also did not explicate the relationship between

her components and outcomes for children (Schneiderman, 1976).

Linder and Purdom defined four dimensions of ’openness’ in
classrooms:

Product

.

Assignment

,

Management

,

Process (the child’s role), and

Each of these dimensions could be present at three levels

(High, Medium, Low).

In each section of their twelve-box matric, the

authors list several defining behaviors of that dimension and level of
openness.
ment.

An example of this is the box labeles High Openness/Assign-

In this box,

own interests."

the key behavior is "the child plans activities from

Interestingly enough, in their field test, the authors
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found

^ High Open classrooms.

They found most Medium Open classrooms.

The medium level is characterized by joint
planning and management.

The teacher provides considerable support
and attention to each aspect
of the child’s work (Linder and Purdom,
1976).

To me, this paper is

significant because it is further dispelling the
notion that 'open'
and laissez-faire are synonymous.

It is also significant because it

looks at observable behavior of children rather than
assumptions.

It

is, however, an observation of process and not a
means of identifying

classrooms in which to examine 'open' education outcomes.
Summary, of process and definition research

The work of these

.

authors indicates a concern for more than the superficial appearance of
open

classrooms.

As such, it is a valuable but,

I

believe, a mis-

directed effort in the search for a practical defining instrument.

Research on the process and outcomes of these classrooms in inadequate
and more is necessary.

However, research is not needed to define

classrooms that most educators would agree are 'open.

'

The Walberg

and Thomas and the Traub scales are adequate to define a set of classrooms.

They are equally thorough and rigorous.

As mentioned earlier,

recent American doctoral research indicates a preference for the WalbergThomas scales (Elofson, 1973; Flake, 1975; Hopke, 1976; Kitay, 1976).

Elofson used the Walberg- Thomas scales as a formative evaluation instrument.

Flake used them as a measure of Teacher Effectiveness before and

after treatment.

Flake used only those items in the scales describing

teacher characteristics.

Both Hopke and Kitay used the scales as a

means of identifying 'open' classrooms.
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The Walberg and Thoraas scales
are the Instrument that Is
currently the best measure of
'openness.'
They are clear, convenient,
and practical.
It Is my hope that their use
will continue to expand
because the adoption of an objective
scale for measuring 'openness' will
increase researchers' ability to
communicate with each other.
It will
also establish a baseline from which
process and outcome research can
begin.

Beginnings of outcome research
Open

c lassroom

controversy

.

The emergence of the Walberg-

Thomas scales as a convenient, valid, and reliable
identifier of 'open'

classrooms made it possible for researchers to begin looking
at what
these classroom programs actually accomplish.

Although a consider-

able number of researchers remained concerned about the subtle details
of appearance and process in 'open' classrooms, several American educa-

tors realized that

versial.

'open'

classrooms were becoming increasingly contro-

One source of the controversy was the confusion in the public'

mind of 'open' classrooms as defined by Walberg and Thomas or Bussis
and Chittendon and 'free school' or 'laissez-faire' classrooms.

Another

source of the controversy was the extraordinary complexity of initiating
'open' classrooms in unreceptive or hostile settings.

Failures were

frequent, and, as so often occurs in our culture, the attention focused
on the failures eclipsed the news of successful efforts.

A third source of controversy was the extraordinary outcomes
for children that ardent advocates of 'open' classrooms claimed.

Out-

comes such as self-direction, student-directed learning, student

self-evaluation, and student-initiated learning (mentioned previously)
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In this paper), contrasted
sharply with the goals of
.ore typical school

programs.

When critics raised their
voices against those in favor
of
Implementing 'open' classrooms,
they frequently focused on the
outcomes

expressed in the literature.

They asked for evidence that
these Indeed

were happening.
F irst statements of n eed for
outcome research

.

Several North

American educators, among whom Bernard
Spodek, Susan Stodolsky, Ross
Traub, and Berber Walberg are
foremost, realized the pressing need
for
outcome research in 'open’ classrooms.

As early as 1972, Bernard Spodek

wrote "we ought to take another hard look
at pupil outcomes.

We need

to go beyond standardized testing in
these things" (Spodek at the Ameri-

can Association of Early Childhood
Nursery/Kindergarten Educators

Research

m

Hearn, 1972, p. 125).

Two years later, Stodolsky commented

there is a "lack of procedures for assessing the
kind of behaviors of

interest to

open' educators."

She elaborates on this point several

paragraphs later, when she writes:
There have been very few projects which have focused on the
development of psychometrically reliable and valid instruments
of socio-emotional functioning:
curiosity, initiative, and
interest (Stodolsky, Dec. 1974, p. 5).
Traub and Weiss mention a similar problem in an article published
in the Fall of 1974.

"There is the unresolved problem of what student

behavior should be investigated and how evidence on student behavior
could be obtained" (Traub and Weiss, 1974, p. 59)

.

Later in the same

article, they stress that "it is important that information in expected

effects be collected" and that "for studies concerned with 'open' education evidence must be obtained about those characteristics which are
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seen as desirable by advocates of
'open’ education" (Traub and Weiss.
1974, p. 60).

Two other authors, Smith and Leiserson,
writing in the fall of
1974, succinctly captured the need for outcome
research in 'open'

education:
If educators interested in 'open' education
hope to convince
others of the validity of their approach, then a
beginning
must be made in describing and evaluating outcomes
(Smith and
Leisenson, 1974, p. 49).

As Susan Stodolsky commented in a 1975 article. Identifying
and Evaluating O pen Education ,

"evaluation of any educational program should

include evidence about the achievement of intended outcomes" (Stodolsky,
1975, p. 113).

This apparently obvious point is stressed here because

'open' education as a movement evolved from practice, not from theory,

and initial research worked from descriptions and observations of

practice to a set of assumptions and assumed outcomes which comprised
a theory.

Research on outcomes of 'open' classrooms did not become

possible until late in the evolution of this educational practice.

In

a sense, the 'treatment' was well underway before goals and outcomes

were articulated.

Outcomes have, therefore, yet to be measured.

Spodek and Walberg in their preface to Studies in Open Education
1975, explained that all extant studies of 'open' classrooms have

neglected to establish 'open' education's "effectiveness in promoting
elusive tracts such as autonomy, creativity, self-esteem, and integrity"
(Spodek and Walberg, 1975, p. xii)

.

They emphasize this point in the

preface of their book by taking the position that "they know of no
systematic experiment that would permit a valid evaluation of outcomes
(Spodek and Walberg, 1975, p. xii).

They add, however, that "now that

,
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open

education has taken hold in a
number of co^nunities,

it does seen,

appropriate to begin long-term
evaluations of outcomes" (Spodek
and
Walberg, 1975, p. xii) and they
predict that "knowledge about
outcomes
of open’ education may become
more and more tha focus of study as
the

movement develops" (Spodek and Walberg,
1975,

M ethodoligica l con flicts resolved

.

p.

10).

Between 1972 and 1975, while

Walberg and Thomas were working on their
excellent identifying instrument, a strong case was made for outcome
research.

During this same

period, several methodological conflicts
concerning outcome research

were resolved.

The conflicts were in three areas:

tion of which student behaviors are outcomes;

(2)

the determina-

(1)

the identification of

when such behaviors must occur to be considered; and

(3)

the establish-

ment of by what methodology an outcome should be measured
(Traub and
Weiss, 1974)

comes

open

.

The disagreements arise from the complexity of the out-

educators seek to study.

These outcomes do not lend them-

selves to measurements by objective instruments yet devised.

outcomes are attitudes and qualities rather than skills.

These

They are

independent of content, but are revealed only when the student is
engaged with content.

Student-initiated learning is one of these.

Others are persistence, curiosity, creativity, self-confidence, and
perceived locus of control.
Argument for ethnographic approach to outcome research.

Research on these outcomes is at a descriptive level.
are:

The questions

(1) What is the visible evidence of such outcomes,

and (2) are

these outcomes, so clearly evident in the descriptive and theoretical
literature, enhanced or nourished in ’open' classrooms?

Reseachers of
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these outcomes have resolved
the conflicts over location
of criterion
and methodology of measurements
by adopting an ethnographic or
naturalistic 'approach' to their
research.
This approach requires an acceptance of the classroom as the
most accessible and meaningful
setting in
which to begin to describe and
measure these variables. It also
presumes
a belief in the validity of
research done by an informed observer.
It
is important to discuss the ethnographic
and effective methodology for
open' classroom outcome research.

Traditional methods [of evaluation] do not do
justice to the
open’ classroom," Ellen Attias writes
(Attias, 1975, p. 49).

she is

concerned about "how to ascertain a child's
love of reading or the

building of their self control or their new found
ability to show
responsibility for their own education" (Attias, 1975,

p.

50).

Stodolsky takes a similar position when she writes "there
is

Susan

a lack of

procedures for assessing the kinds of behaviors of interest to
'open'
educators

(Stodolsky, 1974, p. 12).

Stodolsky goes on to question the

validity of a psychometric approach to measure such constructs as
student— initiated learning.

She favors observed classroom behavior as

valid and important evidence of 'open' classroom outcomes.

In a later

paper, Stodolsky rephrases her position on the importance of classroom

observation by arguing that "we should shift from evaluation of programs themselves to evaluations of student learning and development"
(Stodolsky, 1975, p. 116).

The notion that normal instruments are not

appropriate for the measurement of outcomes of interest to 'open'
educators and that classroom observations are is supported by Leonard

Marsh in his book Alongside the Child

-

Experiences in the English
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Pr imary School
ist.

.

He strongly advocates the research
mode of the natural-

He is particularly supportive of
detailed descriptions of indivi-

dual children as a means of uncovering
actual outcomes in 'open' classrooms (Marsh, 1970). Vincent Rogers
takes a similar position in a 1972

paper in which he supports observations
as opposed to experimental
designs (Rogers in Hearn. 1972).

—

Edna Shapiro writing for the Urban

advocates the observation of children in the
classroom to

determine what is actually happening.

"Only by careful description and

analysis of the transactions of the classroom
can we begin to unravel
the nexus of proximal stimulation" (Shapiro,
1973, p. 542).
Pat Carini, best known for her extraordinary
documentation of

children

s

work in a Vermont school, favors detailed on-the-spot

descriptive research because she believes that our inquiry into
children's self-direction is at an early stage and that "descriptive
inquiry precedes logical inquiry" (Carini, 1975)

.

In a later article,

Carini quotes the much earlier work of Froebel in the Education of Man
I

.

quote it here because it explains precisely why 'open' educators

favor an observer methodology when evaluating outcomes of recent and

particular interest to them.
The purpose of teaching and instruction is to bring even more
out of man rather than to put more into him; for that which
we can get into man we already know and possess. What is yet
to come out of mankind, what human nature is yet to develop,
that we do not yet know (Froebel in Carini, 1974, p. 148).

Because the exact nature and quality of assumed outcomes such as
student-directed learning is unknown, because it is yet to come out of
mankind,

'open' educators take the position that we must watch and ;^atch

closelv the actual behavior of children.
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The ethnographic approach is an
observation! methodology of a
particular kind. The observer is considered
to be 'informed.*
Many
favor a participant-observer
approach acknowledging the impossibility
of being an unobtrusive observer
(Carini, 1975; Berlak, 1975).

An

informed observer does not merely record
as a sound or video tape would
the total of all behavior.

Instead, many judgements are made during
the

observation as to which behaviors are perhaps
part of larger patterns.
The informed observer is presumed to be looking
for certain behaviors
that will lead to a more complete understanding
of a complex process.

The informed observer factors out of all behavior
the salient facts and
helps others see what is really there (Hein, 1975; Eisner,
1974; Carini,
1975).

A classical example of such observation is Jane Goodall’s work

with chimpanzees in Africa.

It is work of the informed observer looking

closely at children’s work in classrooms which the vast majority of
'open’ educators support as the most valid means of evluating complex

'open' classroom outcomes.

One wonders why many educators are comfortable with an approach
so open to criticism and so often inconclusive.

Aside from their per-

sonal predelictions, there is a logical reason to support this

methodology:
results.

the objective measurement of outcomes yields conflicting

Pencil and paper measures of achievement, attitudes toward

school, creativity, etc., have frequently failed to distinguish between
'open' and traditional classrooms.

Those measures which have distinguished between the two classroom types invariably have concentrated on a narrow aspect of each
program.

Measures so narrow that they are of limited utility to

teachers and supervisors grappling with the considerably broader

questions of whether ’open' classrooms do, in
fact, promote selfdirected learning and of whether such an
outcome is even desirable.

Outcome of research which has not differentiated
'open'

from traditional

Three examples of studies which failed to distinguish
'open'

from traditional classrooms are illustrative.

Kohler in a 1972 study

used the Walberg-Thomas scales to sort schools into 'open'
and traditional.

He then administered Sear's measure of self-concept to 316

children, ages 9—12.

between

open

His findings showed no significant difference

and traditional classrooms in any of the six sub— tests

in the measure.

Further, he found no correlation between school

openness' (as measured by the Walberg-Thomas scales) and student selfconcept.

There was, he found, greater variety in self-concept within

the 'open' school sample than between the two samples.

In fact, he

found several 'open' classrooms and several traditional classrooms as

measured by the Walberg and Thomas scales to be more similar to each
other than they were to other classrooms in their respective groups,
'open' or traditional.

four common traits:

(1)

These classrooms seemed to be characterized by

clear rules, (2) mutual respect and acceptance

between teachers and children,
demand for excellence.

(3)

honesty of relationships, and

(4)

a

Four traits which could be said to distinguish

successful classrooms regardless of program (Kohler, 1972).
In 1973,

Corliss and Weiss presented a paper at the American

Educational Research Association conference in New Orleans.

They had

used the Dimenions of Schooling (DISC) instrument developed by Traub
and Weiss (previously mentioned in this paper) to sort classrooms into
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open

and traditional groups.

After administering a non-verbal

measure of curiosity to all eleven
year olds in their sample, they could
find no relationship between ’open'
classrooms as identified by the DISC
instrument and children’s curiosity.

For these two authors, there was

some question as to whether ’open’
programs necessarily enhanced curio-

sity despite the citation of increased
curiosity as a possible outcome
of much of the ’open’ classroom literature.

Corliss and Weiss further

suggest that perhaps a moderate level of ’openness’
is optimum for the

enhancement of curiosity (Corliss and Weiss, 1973).
In 1975, B. J. Dempsey examined academic achievement
and self-

concept of third grade children in ’open’ and traditional
classrooms.
She used the Walberg and Thomas scales to sort the classroom programs
into traditional and ’open.

’

Classrooms whose Walberg— Thomas teacher

questionnaire scores were above the 75th percentile were considered
’open’ and those with questionnaire scores below the 25th percentile

were considered traditional.

After administering several cognitive and

effective measures, Dempsey found that the traditional classrooms had
outscored the ’open’ classrooms in the two cognitive areas of vocabulary
and language skills.

Otherwise, no particular differences were noticed.

In fact, a student Self-Observation Scale strongly suggested that

’open’

and traditional programs were not different in their enhancement of

student self concept (Dempsey, 1975)

Significance of these studies.
an important point:

These three studies illustrate

sorting classrooms into ’open’ and traditional

programs by means of the two best available instruments (Walberg and
Thomas Scales, and Traub and Weiss DISC) and then comparing these
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classroom groups using pencil
and paper measures of alleged
'open'
classroon. outcomes (greater
curiosity and enhanced self-concept)
has

produced no significant results.

Outcome rese arch which has differentiated
’open*

from traditional

Four studies which also compared 'open’
and traditional classrooms did, on the other hand, find
significant differences.

What it is

interesting to note, however, is the narrow
focus of these studies.
In 1972, Blier, et al.

stated an assumption of 'open' educators

to be that 'open' classrooms fostered independence.

Blier, et al.

decided to take as a measure of independence the
extent to which student
in 'open' and traditional classrooms yielded
to influence.

The measure

they used was a set of test booklets in which answers had
apparently

been marked and then incompletely erased.
in

open

Their work showed children

classrooms to be less influenced by the incompletely erased

marks than were their counterparts in traditional classrooms (Blier, et
al.,

1972).
In 1974, Romey and Piper gave the Torrance Test of Creativity

to sixty randomly selected children in grades 1, 4 and 6, in two private

schools, one a traditional school and the other 'open.'

They found on

the single measure used that children in the 'open' classroom settings

scored significantly higher in the figural component than did their

counterparts in traditional settings, while on the other hand children
in traditional settings scored higher on the verbal creativity sections.

The findings were significant but of too narrow a scope to enable the

authors to either prove or disprove the assumptions that 'open'
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classrooms foster creativity to
a greater degree than do
traditional
programs (Romey and Craig, 1974
).

Also in 1974, Franks, et al.
administered established measures
of inner and outer self-esteem
to seventh and eighth grade
students in
’open’ and traditional classrooms.
They found that students in 'open'

clsssroom settings had significantly higher
inner self-esteem than did
the students in the traditional settings.

What they could only suggest,

however, was that inner self-esteem was
theoretically associated with

autonomy.

They had been particularly interested in the
rather broad

notions of 'intrinsic motivation to learn'
and 'autonymous learners’
but by relying on existing pencil and paper
instruments they narrowed

their study to such a degree that it was practically
useless in examining their original question:

do 'open' settings reveal children's

intrinsic motivation to learn as the literature suggests?
(Franks,
Marolla, and Dillon, 1974).
In 1976, Farrell and Thaller were interested in whether

children

s

personalities differed in 'open' and traditional settings.

They compared boys and girls in 'open' and traditional classrooms.
They found the boys in 'open' settings to be more 'alive' than their
counterparts who were apparently under more 'stress.'

The girls'

personality scores showed a similar trend, but the girls in both settings
were found to be equally 'excitable.

'

These measures were derived from

the children's scores on a Children's Personality Questionnaire admin-

istered to the groups (Farrell and Thaller, 1976).
the measures of alive

,

stress, excitable

The validity of

in a questionnaire format is

questionable and, furthermore, the notion that one could make statements
about children's total personality from the results of a questionnaire

A8

IS open to question.

Again, the authors have begun
with a broad and

significant question, but have severely
limited the value of their work
by selecting a single narrow measure
of a large and complex problem.

significance

of four studies

.

Each of the four studies mentioned

above sought to answer a worthwhile
question about ’open' versus traditional settings.

They each had significant findings.

These findings,

however, were so narrow and so dependent
upon a questionably appropriate

format that the results contributed little
to an answer of their

original questions.

^tique

of seven studies.

Taken as a group, these newer

studies (the three that didn't distinguish between
'open' and traditional settings and the four that did) are examples of
a questionnaire
method.

They rely on instruments developed outside the setting to both

describe and identify complex outcomes such as autonomy, self-esteem,
creativity, intrinsic motivation to learn, and independence.

They

explicitly do not rely on an informed observer taking an ethnographic
approach to the settings under study.

Consequently, each of these

studies has excluded from their scope all evidence of the complex
questions they sought to answer that was not already embodied in the
questionnaire.
As so many of the most articulate advocates of 'open' class-

rooms have sought to explain such exclusion when examining a possibly

new phenomenon is not sound.

The inconclusiveness of the seven studies

discussed above is disheartening but not surprising and is primarily

explainable by reliance upon narrowly focused instruments when seeking
answers to broad and complex questions.

It is possible, however,

that

the inconclusiveness of the studies can also be partially explained by
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two other possibilities:

first, inadequacy in the scales
used to define

'open' classroom settings and,
second, the treatment 'open' classroom,

as defined, doesn't enhance or
nurture the desired outcomes which are
so

clearly stated in the literature.
Walberg and Thomas have acknowledged the
limitations of their
work.

They remark upon the small number of items
and upon the reliance

upon observable characteristics.

Others have criticized their work

because of the small number of classrooms (60-70)
used to establish the
scales' reliability and validity.

It is possible that the scales are

only useful as a gross measure of extremes in classroom
practice and
that researchers' reliance upon them to accurately
sort classrooms in

the middle of the scale is unwarranted.

On the other hand, the Walberg-

Thomas scales, despite their faults, are the most explicitly and widely

used measures of 'open' classroom practice currently available.

As

such, their use is justified until a more adequate measure is found.

The second possibility which could explain the inconclusive

research data is that, indeed, the Walberg and Thomas scales accurately
Identify 'open' classroom practice as described in the literature but
that this practice does not conclusively foster or nurture the outcomes

claimed for it in the literature.
as yet unproven.

This possibility is very real, but

Some recent work published by Neville Bennett, a

British educator and ardent foe of 'open' or 'informal' classroom practice,

suggests that self-esteem, responsibility, initiative, creativity,

and academic achievement are all further enhanced by 'mixed'

(neither

'open' nor traditional) methods than they are by either 'open' or tradi-

tional methods (Bennett, 1976).

It is one of the purposes of this paper
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to contribute to discussion of
exactly what outcome does

'open' class-

room practice nurture.
C onclusion of critique

.

The previously discussed research, then,

suggests that we continue to use the WalbergThomas scales but cautiously.
That we adopt an ethnographic method when
examining complex outcomes

such as student-initiated learning.

And,

that we suspend judgement on

the question of whether or not 'open' classrooms
actually do enhance the

outcomes attributed to them until more evidence is
presented.
Furthermore, the literature review and critique of extant

research suggest that the development and validation of an instrument
to measure student- initiated learning would contribute to the
field.

The outcome is frequently cited.
adequate.

The existing definition scales are

And, an ethnographic methodology is acceptable although open

to criticism.

Moreover, existing work on the outcome of student-ini-

tiated learning reveals simplistic conceptualization of the outcomes
and few behavioral indicators.

Observation studies of open classroom outcomes

Four narrow studies

.

Goldup in 1972 investigated independent

child behavior in 'open' classrooms.

The study was an observation

using the ^lassroom Attitude Observation Schedule (C.A.O.S.), a

schedule developed for the study.

Independence was measured by the

change in frequency of inappropriate classroom behavior shown by the
children when the teacher left the room.

Indeed, the study was using

behavioral indicators rather than reported attitudes, but

I

find it

difficult to support children's lack of change in expressed inappropriate behavior when the teacher leaves the room as a valid measure of
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independence.

The definition of inappropriate is
particularly signifi-

cant if we consider that a classroom in
which any behavior is con-

sidered appropriate would always show high
levels of independent child

behavior (Goldup, 1972).
Patricia Minuchin in 1973 published an observational
study of

more and less exploratory children in 'open' classroom
settings.

Her

study defined an exploratory style as "the tendency
to initiate action,
to seek out resources,

to explore possibilities, and to raise questions"

(Minuchin, 1973, p. 8).

The study began with the identification of

'exploratory' and 'non-exploratory

'

children and recorded in detail

their behavior.
I

support the detailed observations and the goal of a descrip-

tive study of exploratory children.

What is problematic in the study is

the amorphous quality of the sub-behaviors she presents as components
of an exploratory style (Minuchin, 1973).

Jane Stalling's paper presented at an Early Childhood Conference
on Education in 1974 suffers from too precise a definition of behaviors

rather than the reverse.

She lists desirable child behaviors in 'open'

classrooms as independence, task persistence, cooperation, and question
asking.

These behaviors are of particular interest to researchers

studying 'open' classrooms and one is filled with anticipation of a

stimulating study.

Unfortunately, the behavioral indicators of two of

the characteristics of most interest to 'open' educators (independence
and persistence) are so narrow as to bring their validity into question.

A child engaged in a task without an adult working directly with her is
not a meaningful indicator of independence because the adult may have

just previously directed the child to sit down and work precisely where
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the observer scored her as working
independently.

defined as working without talking
to others.

more a measure of working silently
than

Task persistence was

This,

it seems to me.

Is

it is of persistence,

especially
when one considers the collaboration
so often necessary to accomplish

difficult tasks (Stallings, 1974).
In 1974, another measure of student
self-direction appeared.
R. J.

Stiggins, in an evaluation report of a
Minnesota public school,

developed a Student Self-Direction and Independence
Scale.

It was an

observation instrument, but it focused primarily on
manners, and tidiness.

Only six of twenty items could be considered related
to student-

initiated activity.

Of these six, only finding other work to do after

work is done could be considered to focus on student-initiated
activity.
Other items related to self-direction focused on the self-direction
of
the student in teacher— directed tasks.
(1)

Behaviors observed were:

student goes ahead with work without being told,

work without reminding, and
tion.

(2)

student finishes

student returns to work after interrup-

(3)

These behaviors indicate a willingness of the student to focus

on and complete a teacher task.

They don’t illustrate self-direction

>

of students (Stiggins, 1974).

Summary of four studies

.

These four studies are seeking to

measure significant outcomes of ’open’ classrooms, and they use an
observation method; but, unfortunately, the behaviors which these
researchers have presented as indicators of completed outcomes such as

student-initiated activity are not comprehensive enough to be valid

measures of the outcomes named.
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Three broader measures.

On the ether hand, three studies
have

attempted a more thorough definition
of student-initiated learning.

It

is Important to examine them here
because it Is from their works that

th6 author

s

instrument derives.

These studies which seek to operationally
define student-ini-

tiated learning are pertinent to this
study.

They are of particular

interest because they list a set of observable
behaviors which taken

together are broad in scope.

Both the specificity of the behaviors and

the breadth of the lists suggest reliability
and validity of measurement.

Reliability because the behaviors considered by each
author to define
student-initiated learning are specific and observable.

Validity

because the lists of behavioral indicators have sufficient scope
to
encompass a considerable portion of a complex outcome such as studentinitiated activity.
In 1955,

Beller developed a series of scales which sought to

measure child independence.

The teacher rating scale portion of the

study listed the following indicators of independence in child’s classroom behavior:

completes activity, initiates new activity, overcomes

obstacles without adult assistance, completes routine tasks alone, and
shows evidence of satisfaction with work (Beller, 1955).

With the

exception of the last indicator, all of the others are observable
behaviors.

The breadth of the listed behaviors shows a concern on the

author's part for both independence with regard to assigned tasks and
independence with regard to solving problems related to tasks.

This

breadth adds validity to the measure and had the work been more recent

am confident that more use would currently be made of

it.

I
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Margaret Wang in a 1974 study used
the Differentiated Child
Behavior Observation System developed
by Ross and Zlmllles to categorize children’s behavior. The ste
categories in the scale are helpful
in breaking down a complex outcome
such as student-initiated activity
into manageable parts.

The categories are (1) gives information,

(2)

asks questions, (3) expresses feelings,
(4) acts destructively, (5)

organizes and manages, and (6) represents and
symbolizes.

Ratings in

each of these categories give a remarkably
clear picture of a child's
initiating behavior in classrooms.

Within the particular category

organizes and manages eight behaviors are listed which
are similar to
Beller's work and which are reflective of much 'open'
classroom organization.
task,

These eight behaviors of children are

(2)

suggests task,

seeks answers,
(TJang,

1974)

.

(6)

(3)

initiates task,

suggests task,

(7)

(1)

(4)

records choice of

gives commands,

initiates task,

(8)

(5)

cleans up

This closely parallels the sequence of events which would

take place if any thorough and responsible person were to come into a

work setting, select a task, complete it, and return the space to its
condition.

A child showing these behaviors would indeed be

functioning at a high level of independence.

Several of these behaviors

are incorporated within the observation instrument developed for this
study.

A third study completed by Lillian Stephens in 1972 is elegant
in its simplicity and convenience.

Her systematic study of aspects of

individualization focused on who was responsible for certain key
decisions in classrooms, decisions pertaining to classroom tasks.

She

argues that there are six decisions made surrounding any classroom task:
(1)

the general category of work, (2) the specific activity,

(3)

the
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scheduling period of the task,
the task,

(5)

(4)

the continuation or abandonment of

the determination of procedures for
the task, and (6) the

choice of participants for the task.

made in one of three modes:

Each of these decisions could be

teacher, student, or joint (Stephens,
1972).

Using this instrument she examined several
classrooms in England.

results will be discussed below.

It is important to comment,

Her

however,

that her instrument encompasses the other
two and is more practical to

use during classroom observation.

It

is currently the most usable

observation procedure for observing student-initiated
activity in classrooms.

For this reason, the author's instrument draws heavily
upon

Stephen's works and a more detailed discussion of her
works is appro-

priate during the discussion of the author's instrument.
Summary of three studies and conclusion of review of literature.

Each of these researchers, then, has variously named the outcome they
seek to measure as autonomy, independence, self-direction, and aspects
of individualization.

The development of a taxonomy of behaviors indi-

cative of student-initiated learning and its subsequent validation would
be both a logical extension of and an addition to existing work.

Such,

a study would (1) operationally define a widely mentioned outcome,

further explicate the validity of the Walberg-Thomas Scales, and

(2)

(3)

examine the assumption that open classrooms nourish student-initiated
learning

CHAPTER

III

DEVELOPMENT OF A MEASURE OF STUDENT- INITIATED
ACTIVITY
Purpose of the investigation

The primary purpose of this investigation is to
design, develop,
and validate a measure of Student-Initiated
Activity for use in elemen-

tary school classrooms.
The Student-Initiated Activity measure to be developed during
this study will differ from previous work in two ways.

explicitly describe a student's initiating behavior.

First, it will
Second, it will

present a sequence of behaviors between the extremes of totally teacher-

directed and totally child— directed activity.

This sequence will permit

the instrument to be used diagnostically for it will suggest possible
next steps in a child’s progress toward the most complex level of

student-initiated activity.

Furthermore, this study will be particularly

useful to supervisors and teachers.

Using the Student-Initiated Acti-

vity measure, a supervisor will gain a summative sense of the extent to

which student- initiated activity is present in any one class or school.
On the other hand, a teacher using the instrument will be able to deter-

mine both the general level of student- initiated activity within the
class and subsequent directions for children as they progress towards

complex levels of self-direction.

The use of the Student-Initiated

Activity measure will contribute to the formative evaluation of
children and classrooms so essential to effective teaching.
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In addition.
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It will contribute to current research by
defining behaviors which are

indicators of the frequently mentioned outcome of
'open' or 'informal'
classrooms, independent learners .

Instrument development

Student-directed learning, independent learners, self-directed
learning, and student-initiated activity are certainly frequently cited
as desired outcomes of 'open' classrooms.

quate measures of this complex outcome.

There are, however, no adeFurthermore, outcome research

on 'open' classrooms is in its early stages and many educators, as

mentioned above, suggest that research into the desired outcomes of
'open'

classrooms is both needed and timely.
For these two reasons

Student-Initiated Activity.
commonly cited goal.

I

have decided to develop a measure of

This will be an outcome measure of a

The decision to measure Student-Initiated Activity

is easy to make, but precisely how to look at this outcome is not.

What exactly is the process of Student-Initiated Activity in a
classroom?
parts:

One way to think about the process is to divide it into two

that which occurs inside the child and is not observable, and

that which occurs outside the child (what the child does) which is.

Internal process of student-initiated activity

.

The internal

process is difficult to assess without imposing a framework from without

upon it.

The process of self-direction that precedes action, that con-

stitutes the thoughts of the child can only be revealed through either

spoken or written language.

And, because young children are not typi-

cally conscious of their process, investigators seeking measures of
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internal processes rely upon structured
interviews and questionnaires.

Both questionnaires and interviews are
developed as a consequence of
the researchers' need to explore what
appear from without to be fertile
areas.

Both formats require a rather completely
developed structure

before the measurement process begins.

While in certain situations it

is helpful to have a previously developed
framework, in the case of

open' classroom outcome research, it is not.

A framework is helpful when a process is generally
understood.
In such a case,

the framework of a questionnaire or structured interview

is often an efficient and effective means of increasing
understanding.
In the case where the process is not understood, where research
is at a

more descriptive level, then a questionnaire or structured interview
format will, by its very nature, exclude some data of as yet unknown
value.

In addition, a questionnaire or structured interview format

will place a perhaps unwarranted emphasis on part of the internal process of student-initiated activity.

The very precision which is helpful

when a process is knovm will concentrate the data in those areas which
the particular theory of internal process has postulated to be important,

and thereby obscure what may be important characteristics.

The com-

plexity of measuring internal processes, the fact that such measurement
requires a more structured data gathering process than is currently

appropriate in 'open' classroom outcome research and the obtrusiveness
of the questionnaire or interview event in the classroom process suggest

that current research into student-initiated activity should focus on

the external observable aspects of this outcome.

The internal process

is certainly worthy of research, but not at this time.

The measure of
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Student-Initiated Activity developed in
this study will focus consequently on observable behavior.

When to observe the external pieces of
student-initiated activity.
One of the issues of 'outcome' research
is the determination of where
and when one should look for the 'outcome.'

The broadest notion of

classroom outcomes would suggest that the
outcome will be observable in
the child's life outside of school.

An observable outcome measure of

'learning to read' with this breadth would be the
child who chooses to
spend one afternoon a week reading in the local library.

In this example,

we have a child choosing to read in a non-school
setting, but in a

setting which is supportive of all persons reading.
ior is evidence of ability and desire to read.

The child's behav-

She has made reading,

the outcome skill of school, a part of her life.

A parallel position for the measurement of student-initiated
activity would suggest observation of children outside of the school
setting.

Not only would this be more time consuming than is currently

warranted by the limited knowledge we have of 'open' classroom outcomes,
but also a compelling argument can be made for observing student-ini-

tiated activity in classrooms prior to observing it in non-school

settings.

If a child is learning a behavior in a school setting, which

may then be expressed outside the school, as in the case of reading,
then the behavior should be readily observable in the classroom setting.
If this notion is unconvincing,

take a look at the opposite position:

a behavior learned in school and observable outside the school is never

observable in the school setting.
difficult to defend.

Such a notion would be particularly

Furthermore, the probability that a complex
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outcome such as Student-Initiated
Activity or self-directed learning
could be learned in the school
setting, but never observable there,
is
quite small.

A more reasonable assumption is that
the more complex the

outcome taught in the school setting,
the more probable it is that the

outcome will be observable in school.

The study, presented in this

paper, is based upon the assumption that,
if children are learning in

school to initiate and direct their own
activity, then behaviors which

indicate this will also be observable in the
classroom.

^assro om behavior

as logical focus of observations

.

Classroom

behavior is the logical focus of 'open' classroom
outcome research at
this time for another important reason.

It has not been established

that 'open' classroom outcomes cited in the literature
are present in

open

classrooms nor has it been established that 'open' classrooms

foster student-directed activity to a greater degree than do classrooms
of other types.

Outcome research is just beginning in 'open' classrooms,

The research has yet to establish the presence of the cited outcomes in

classrooms.

This paper seeks to contribute to that need by documenting

classroom behaviors which are indicators of student-initiated activity.
Summary

.

A summary of my position is as follows.

Because of

the difficulty of measuring the outcome of student-initiated activity,

once a child has left a program and because of the dearth of descriptive

studies related to this outcome,
tion approach to the problem.
1)

I

have decided on a classroom observa-

This decision is based on two assumptions

in order for a child to exhibit a complex outcome behavior after

leaving a program, he/she must have exhibited this behavior within the
program;

2)

a descriptive measure of Student-Initiated Activity within
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a classroom is a necessary first step to
determining the degree to which

this behavior is sustained outside the classroom.

Differentiation of learning from activity

.

A second look at

the cited outcomes 'self-directed learning' or 'student-initiated
learning' poses a question:

which aspect of student behavior will be the

clearest Indicator of self —directed learning.

The outcome encompasses

behaviors indicative of self-direction or student-initiation of activity
and behaviors indicative of learning.

Learning and self-direction are

separate elements of the cited outcome.
I

Rather than intertwine the two,

have decided to focus upon self-directed activity.

Self-directed

activity is observable, self-directed learning less so.

This decision

is a departure from the needed outcome research as cited in the litera-

ture, yet I believe the separation of self-direction from learning to be

a necessary step toward a sound study.

My instrument, therefore, will

measure Student-Initiated Activity rather than student-initiated learning
Furthermore, the outcome which

I

am measuring is labeled, in

the literature, as 'self-directed learning

'autonomous learning

'

;

.

'

;

'independent learning

and 'student-initiated learning

.

'

'

However, the

descriptions of practice from which these stated outcomes derive are
descriptions of student activity.
show that learning is taking place.

There is no attempt to determine or

The theorists have made the assump-

tion, clearly expressed by Roland Barth's work, that any activity

chosen by the student is learning.

A review of the following assumptions

held by 'open' educators and articulated by Roland Barth illustrate.
No.

7

Children have both the competence and right to
make significant decisions concerning their
own learning.
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I

No. 8

Children will be likely to learn if they are
given considerable choice in the selection
of the materials they wish to work with and
in the choice of questions they wish to
pursue with respect to those materials.

No.

If a child is fully involved in and having
fun with an activity, learning is taking
place (Barth, 1972)

9

am not willing to assume that activity equals learning and have
called

the outcome

I

seek to measure Student-Initiated Activity.

Whether or

not Student-Initiated Activity is learning is beyond the scope of this
study.

Selection of decisions as observation points for the assessment
of Student-Initiated Activity

.

The preceding argument supports narrow-

ing a measure of student-initiated learning in three ways.

measure will concentrate on observable behavior.

First, the

Second, the measure

will look at student behavior in classrooms.

And, third, the measures

will focus on activity rather than learning.

Narrowing the problem to

this degree is helpful; classrooms, however, are complex and subtle.

A process such as Student-Initiated Activity which has both invisible
and observable aspects is, too.

The question is:

what series of

points in a Student-Initiated Activity event will be observable and so

thereby lend themselves to measurement by the work of an informed
observer.

What

I

am looking for are the points in the progression of a

Student-Initiated Activity when the process breaks the surface of the
complex pool of classroom activity.

If one wants to count salmon moving

upstream to spawn, one goes to a narrow point in the stream where the
current is swift and where the fish must jump into the air in order to
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progress.

To observe and measure Student-Initiated
Activity, we need to

identify the narrow points in the stream of
classroom activity.

At

these points the nature of most classroom
activity will be clear and the

presence of Student-Initiated Activity will be
observable.

Definiti on of initiators

.

The measure of Student- Initiated

Activity developed in this paper assumes that most classroom
activity can
be broken into a set of discrete tasks of varying duration
and that most

tasks have an observable beginning and end.
to set going,

To initiate means to begin,

to start (Webster 742 New Collegiate Dictionary, 1963).

The beginning of any task, then, is a critical observation point when

looking at Student-Initiated Activity.

Furthermore, in the case at hand,

we are interested not only in the initiation of an event, but most
explicitly in the Initiator of that event.

In the case of Student-

Initiated Activity, then, the initiator would be the student

.

If the

initiator is not the student, then it can be either the teacher directing the student (a teacher-initiated event) or a student and teacher-

initiated event (a joint decision).

An event initiated as the conse-

quence of two students making a decision will be considered a student-

initiated event.

Exclusion of settings as initiator.

Although a compelling argu-

ment can be made for the classroom setting as the initiator of many
events, it will not be so considered in this study.

In most nursery

classrooms and in many 'open' classrooms the emphasis placed on the
teacher provisioning a rich and enticing setting for children is of
great importance.

In fact, much 'open' classroom literature suggests

that there may be a relationship between levels of provisioning and
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levels of student self-direction.

The Walberg-Thomas scales assign half

of their items to measuring the presence
of provisioning.

Because a

teacher is primarily responsible for the
provisioning of a productive

classroom setting, a decision by a student to
initiate an activity in
response to the setting could be considered teacher-initiated.

A child’s

decision to weigh. three fish, after observing a tropical
fish tank and
after reading the various materials displayed near it,
could be considered a teacher-initiated event using the broad interpretation

described above.

Such an approach, however, would be tautological.

All

activity could, consequently, be scored teacher-initiated and the instrument would not differentiate one possible classroom activity from the
next.

Summary of initiators

.

In this study,

therefore, the possible

i^^itiators will be considered to be the children and adults in the

classroom, and classroom decisions will be considered to occur in one of
three modes:

student, teacher, or joint (teacher/student)

Six sub-decisions of any classroom task

.

Activities themselves

are not simple events, and it is a purpose of this study to identify
the various sub-decisions which comprise a complete event.

>

A classroom

event can be divided into decisions concerning the initiation of the
event, the continuation of the event, and the completion of the event.
In this study, six separate decisions cover the three sub-areas of a

complete classroom event.

They are as follows:

Initiation of Event:

General Content Area of Task
Specific Task
Scheduling of Task
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Continuation

&

Completion of
Event

Duration and Standards for
Completion
Procedures for Task
Assembling Materials for Task

Decisions are defined below:
Content Area:

The General Category of Work
in the Classroom.
Examples
might be:
reading, math, art,
science, printing, games, animals,
etc.

Specific Task:

The Actual Task within the
General Content Area.
In the
general category of reading a
specific task might be to choose
a fairy tale, read it, and write
a description of the main character.
In the general category of art a
specific task could be to make
five clay medallions each patterned
with two distinct textures.

Scheduling of Task:

The Time the Student will Begin
the Activity.

Duration and Standards
for Completion:

The Length of Time a Student Will
Work on a Task. This includes
stopping before the task is
complete, and determining the
criteria and standards of a
completed task.

Procedures for Task:

Procedures are routines governing
the selection of a work space, the
arrangement of materials and space
prior to beginning work, the
return of unused materials, the
return of the work space to its
pre-task condition, and the disposiSome
tion of the completed task.
the
all
imply
activities
specific
example,
For
procedures.
necessary
the task, work all odd numbered
problems at the end of Chapter V
Other tasks
is an example of this.
decisions
of
variety
wide
a
require
listed
categories
the
of
in each
and
bind,
write,
To
above.
illustrate a story is such a task.
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Assembling Materials
for Task:

The gathering into one spot all
the tools and supplies necessary
to the task.
In a classroom area
set up for a single task, the
teacher would have assembled the
materials. A clay table would be
an example of this.
Some tasks
will require the student to both
determine and collect the neces~
sary tools and supplies.

Each of these six decisions can be made in one
of the three

modes mentioned above:

student, teacher, or joint.

The matrix diagram-

med below may be used both to rate and to locate
any classroom task
along a continuum from completely teacher-initiated
activity to completely

student— init iated activity.
Duration

\^ecision

Mode

General
Scheduling
Content Specific
of
Area
Task
Activity

of
Standards
for
Completion

Procedures Materials

Teacher

Teacher/ Student

Student

(adapted from Stephens, 1972)
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Summary of Instrument model

Because there are six decisions and three modes for each
decision, there are

3

possible descriptions of any classroom task.

From my experience in the classroom,

I

know that the existence of

Student-Initiated Activity is not a dichotomous proposition.

Rather,

it occurs along a continuum from thoroughly teacher-directed activity

in which time, content, and procedures are determined by the teacher; to

thoroughly student-directed activities in which these same decisions are

made by the student.
In addition to the 729 possible levels of Student-Initiated

Activity,

I

also recognize four characteristics of student task behavior

which are indicators of an activity's quality.

These are elaboration,

persistence, evaluation/use of error, and sharing.
below.

I

These are defined

have seen these indicators present at all levels of student-

initiated activity, and

I

am curious to know whether or not a relation-

ship exists between the presence of these indicators, the level of stu-

dent-initiated activity and the degree of classroom openness as measured
by the Walberg-Thomas Scales.
The measure of Student-Initiated Activity designed here presents
a

model of classroom tasks which suggest that there are three possible

decider modes to each of six decisions surrounding a classroom task.
The sequence of these six decisions is determined by the sequence in

which they would be made in an open-ended planning situation.
tion in which no constraints are present.

A situa-

In certain situations con-

straints of time and material would alter the sequence.

For example,

a required task be
if a child knows she has only fifteen minutes until
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completed, it would be unreasonable for her
to choose a content area of
art and a specific task which required a
half hour’s preparation.

In

the absence of the constraints, however, it
becomes possible to plan

from the broadest decision to the narrowest, and
it is in this sequence
the decisions are ordered.

Part of this study is directed towards

examining other sequences of these six decisions, sequences
based upon
the mode of decisions and upon the extent to which a decision
in one

mode predicts the mode of the following decisions.

These additional

sequences will be discussed as part of the results.

A summary of the instrument and the terms defined in

it is as

follows:

Student-Initiated Activity

.

Any activity acceptable to the

teacher which the student initiates without a direct instruction from
the teacher.
The extent of Student-Initiated Activity may be characterized by
a matrix of six decisions made in three modes.

The six decisions are

seen to encompass the major decisions required in order to perform any

task in the classroom setting.

They are:
1.

the general content area of the activity

2.

the specific task within the content area

3.

the scheduling of the activity

4.

the duration and standards for completion of the activity

5.

the procedures used to engage in the activity

6.

the materials used during the activity
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Each of these decisions can be made in
three modes which are:
1.

teacher alone

2.

teacher and student jointly

3.

student alone

Furthermore, the quality of Student-Initiated Activity
is

^^^^^cterized by a constellation of four behaviors:
A.

Elaboration:

The enhancement of a piece of work or activity by the

addition of color, of detail, of innovative format or technique,
and of
prop or gesture without which the activity or product would have been

acceptable but with which it becomes unusual or surprising.
B.

Persistence

:

The return to an activity over time.

The continua-

tion and redirection of effort when initial efforts are unsuccessful

which either culminate in the successful completion of the activity or
in a subsequent redirection of effort.
C.

Evaluation and Use of Error

:

The reworking or redoing of an activity

or aspect of it with the intention of improvement.

Commentary, whether

spoken or written, which acknowledges the accomplishments or shortcomings of the activity.
D.

Sharing

:

The display of a completed activity to others.

The involve-

ment of others in the process of an activity.

A complete copy of the Measure of Student-Initiated Activity is presented in Appendix

B.

Initial pilot testing of instrument

The initial pilot testing of the Student- Initiated Activity

Measure (S.I.A.) consisted of three parts.

The first part was the

review of a draft by the members of the author's dissertation committee.
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One member is particularly strong in tests and measurement,
another

particularly interested in tasks chosen by young children in
classrooms,
and a third, a social historian with considerable knowledge of
schools
and teachers.

These advisors made several suggestions concerning the

clarity of the format and the language and the praticality of the matrix.
As a result of their comments, several revisions were incorporated into
the final version.

The second part of the initial pilot testing was the presentation of the instrument to classroom teachers at the Smith College Campus
School.

These teachers were asked to comment on the face validity of the

S.I.A. measure, including, in particular, comments upon both the format

and the defined terms.

The remarks of these elementary school teachers

were particularly helpful in making final format revisions.

Several

teachers became interested in the problem and subsequently participated
in later trials of the S.I.A.

The third part of the initial pilot testing was the author’s
trial observations in an ’open’ classroom of 22 five to seven year old

children.

During these several trials, the author sought to establish

the length of time necessary to rate the mode of decision making in each
of the six decisions presented in the S.I.A.

The problem was to deter-

mine how long an observation was necessary to determine the decision
modes.

Observation periods of ten, five, and one minute were tried.

This procedure revealed that it was either possible to determine all
longer
modes in a short time, or it was necessary to observe a child for

periods of
than ten minutes or to observe the child for several short

time spanning several minutes.

The author found that several observa-

was a format
tions of a minute in length occurring every four minutes
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that produced the highest number of ratings while permitting the con-

current detailed observation of several children.

The observation

schedule for the study derives from this observation experience.
The observation schedule requires the selection at random of
four students in a classroom.

Each of these students is observed for

a

minute and rated in succession until each selected student has been

observed on ten occasions.

The ten observations occur at four -minute

intervals over a forty-minute observation period.

The goal of the

observation schedule is to observe children closely enough to gain an
accurate sense of the extent to which they are initiating their own

activity while at the same time observing a sufficient number of
children during any one observation period to give an accurate measure
of Student-Initiated Activity in the class as a whole.

This workable observation schedule is supported by research
and discussed below.

The number of students observed and the interval

between observations are consistent
Yeager 1971 in their study:

X'/ith

figures suggested by Kissel

&

An Investigation of the Efficiency of

Various Observations Procedures.

They found that a Scott Coefficient of

Agreement of .85 or higher could be obtained between observations of
eight
four students made every four minutes for thirty minutes on

students,
occasions and their criterion observation of thirty-three

occasions (Kissel
every thirty seconds, for thirty minutes on twenty

and Yeager, 1971).

made possible the
The completion of the initial pilot testing

Appendix B) and the design
final draft of the S.I.A. measure (please see
of the study.

CHAPTER

IV

DESIGN OF THE INSTRUMENT VALIDATION STUDY

The study is a limited construct validation study.

The reliabil-

ity and validity of the Student-Initiated Activity instrument are

examined from this point of view.
I.

The study consists of three parts:

Review of Student-Initiated Activity Instrument
to a panel of experts

— to

assess face and construct

validity.
II.

The use of the S.I.A. instrument by several pairs
of teachers at the Smith College Campus School
to assess inter-rater reliability.

III.

The use of the S.I.A. instrument on eight separate

occasions in five public elementary school classrooms in conjunction with the Walberg-Thomas Scales

— to

assess concurrent validity, stability, and

reliability.
I.

Submission of Student-Initiated Activity Instrument to Panel of
Experts
The S.I.A. instrument was mailed along with a covering letter to

twenty nationally recognized ’open’ classroom experts.

In addition to

general comment, specific comments were requested to the following
questions
1.

Can Student Self-Direction be observed?

2.

Will the instrument reveal Student Self-Direction
or supervisors?
in a way that might be helpful to teachers
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3.

Does the observation procedure appear to be a

sufficient sampling of classroom validity to make

reliable and valid statements about the extent of
Student Self-Direction in a classroom?

Their comments are summarized in Chapter V

— Results.

Assessment of Inter-Rater Reliability

II-

Two tests of Inter-Rater Reliability were performed at the

Smith College Campus School.

The first test involved the author and a

colleague.

Using the Student-Initiated Activity instrument presented in

Appendix

the author and a colleague observed the same two groups of

B,

four children selected at random from a class list.

After each obser-

vation, inter-rater reliability was assessed using the following formula:
„

.
Estimate of accuracy =
,

episodes
—
—=Episodes
— marked

—

by X marked
also by Y
=—
Episodes
marked by Y
marked by X
;;

3

:

:]

taken from Herbert Wright's work, Recording and Analyzing Child Behavior
(Wright, H.G., 1967, p. 96).

The second test involved three teachers at the Smith College

Campus School.

These three teachers were paired (A,B), (B,C), and (A,C).

Each pair observed a group of four children selected at random from a

classroom which was not a classroom in which either teacher taught.

The

inter-rater reliability was again assessed using Wright's estimate of

accuracy (Wright, 1976, p. 96).
Ill

.

Assessment of Concurrent Validity and Reliability
This part of the study involved five classrooms.

Two in a

public
suburban public school west of Boston and three in a suburban

Massachusetts.
school in a university town north of Springfield,

The
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author observed in each classroom on eight occasions.

On each occasion,

four children were observed at four-minute intervals using
the Student-

Activity measure, until each child had been observed ten times.
The children were selected at random from class lists, but no child was

observed twice until every child in any group had been observed once.
At least two weeks separated visit four and visit five.

then occurred in two sets 1—4 and 5—8.

The observa-

Three hundred and twenty

observations were made in each classroom for a total of 1600 observations.

Each classroom teacher completed the Walberg-Thomas scale ques-

tionnaire after observation eight.

The data also provides considerable

descriptive information about each classroom which is presented in
Chapter V through Chapter VII.
Concurrent validity was assessed by examining the correlation

between teacher scores on the Walberg-Thomas measure and the level of
Student- Initiated Activity present in the classroom as measured by the

instrument developed for this study.

Reliability of the Student-Initiated Activity measure was
assessed by examining the split-half reliabilities of Student-Initiated

Activity in the two sets of observations 1-4 and 5-8.
Stability of the measure was assessed by examining the level
of agreement between scores on the measure of Student-Initiated Activity
in observations 1-4 and 5-8.

CHAPTER

V

RESULTS OF STUDY: COMMENTS FROM PANEL OF EXPERTS,
AND ASSESSMENT OF INTER RATER RELIABILITY

Introduction

Chapter five begins the next part of this paper.

Chapters V

through VIII constitute the results and conclusions of the study.
Chapter V is divided into two parts.

First, a summary of the comments

returned by the panel of experts who reviewed both the S.I.A. instrument
and the observation procedures.

Second, an assessment of inter-rater

reliability and the resulting modifications of the S.I.A. instrument.

Part

I

—

Comments from panel of experts

Constitution of the panel

.

The panel consisted of twenty

educators widely recognized in the field.

Eighteen have considerable

background in 'open' or informal classroom practice.

The twenty members

include two teachers, five 'open' classroom philosophers and researchers,
five administrators whose schools are exploring self-direction of students, and ten professors at schools of education around the country.

Each panelist was asked to review the instrument for its validity and

practicality and specifically to comment upon the following three questions:
1.
2.

Can student self-direction be observed?
Will the instrument reveal student self-direction in
a way that might be useful to teachers or supervisors?
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3.

Does the procedure appear to be a sufficient
sampling of classroom activity to make reliable
and valid statements about the extent of
student
“direction in a classroom?

A list of the panel, a copy of the letter to the panel,
and excerpts
from their responses are presented in Appendix

The comments are

D.

summarized below.
Rate of response

.

One third of the panel responded.

panelists shared the letter with their students.
summarized below.

And,

two

All comments are

The rate of response was disappointing but the com-

ments pertinent and varied.
Comments critical of the study as a whole

.

Two panelists com-

mented from what is certainly a school of 'open' education thought and
evaluation.

Their position is that instruments of any sort exclude

more data than they help to organize.

They espouse a pure ethnographic

approach.

They further discount the effective role of an outside

observer.

They believe that the only worthwhile source of evaluation

is the teacher him/herself.

Educators of this persuasion believe

strongly this way because evaluation for them is always formative.

The

process of a teacher talking and thinking about self-direction in
classrooms will, they believe, produce more of it.

Consequently, while

these members of the panel identify Student-Initiated Activity as a

worthwhile topic for research and believe it can be observed, they do
not support the notion of developing an instrument to assess it.

Comments supportive of the study
agreed with the first in one area:
observed.

.

The second set of comments

Student-Initiated Activity can be

These panelists went further in their analysis than did

those in the first group because they support the notion that an
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instrument can be devised to measure Student-Initiated
Activity.

Their

comments supported the division of classroom task into
six categories.

They felt observing decision points would be helpful to
teachers and
supervisors
Several panelists were concerned with the pacing of the observation.

Suggestions ranged from observing more children at a time, to

longer observation of individual children.

This variety is illustrative

of the fact that there is no currently agreed upon methodology for

validly sampling classroom behavior.
Several of the panelists raised concern about the omission of

teacher intention and setting with respect to Student-Initiated Activity
from the S.I.A.

Their concerns are appropriate, however, the intent of

the S.I.A. instrument is only to observe the frequency and extent of

Student-Initiated Activity.

It is not intended to measure the appro-

priateness of self-direction to the setting or for the students.

Nor

is it intended to assess the relationship between a teacher's intended

levels of Student-Initiated Activity and the observed levels.

These

more complex issues can best be assessed after a measure of StudentInitiated Activity has been developed.
Summary of panel responses
responded.

.

A disappointing number of panelists

All panelists agree that Student-Initiated Activity can be

observed, and that it is worthy of study.

Beyond these conclusions,

however, the panel divides into two broad groups.

The first does not

support the notion that an instrument can or should be developed to
assess Student-Initiated Activity.

The second supports the notion of

supports
developing an instrument to assess Student-Initiated Activity and
the overall design of the S.I.A.

This second group, however, is concerned
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with issues that are beyond the scope of the S.I.A.

They are concerned

about setting and teacher goals with respect to observed
Student-

Initiated Activity.

The author is also, but believes a measure of

Student-Initiated Activity independent of setting and teacher goals is
a prior requirement.

Excerpts from the panelists' responses are

presented in Appendix

D.

Assessment of inter-rater reliability Trial

1

The author and a colleague observed the same four children

according to the designed schedule and rated each child's activity
according to the mode of decision (Teacher, Teacher/Student, Student)

operating in each of the six categories (Content Area; Specific Task;

Schedule of Activity; Duration and Standards; Procedures; and Assembling
Materials).

The levels of agreement were measured by Wright's esti-

mate of accuracy and are presented below in Table
Estimate of Accuracy:

1.

Episodes marked by X also marked by Y
Episodes
Episodes
^
^
marked by
marked by
2

Table

1:

First Trial Author and Colleague Observation A
= Estimate of Accuracy in Predominant Mode
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The levels of agreement measured by Wright's estimate
of

accuracy exceeded 80 percent in the predominant decider
mode (Teacher,
Student, Teacher/Student) in three of the six decision
categories

(Content Area, Specific Task, and Assembling Materials).

An estimate

of accuracy greater than 80 percent is considered acceptable for
this

study.

Examination of the three categories with low inter— rater agree-

ment (Scheduling Activity; Duration and Standards of Activityl and Procedures) revealed a lack of clarity in the definition of the behaviors
to be scored.

In particular, the author and his colleague noted that

Scheduling of Activity was seen by the author's colleague to be most
often teacher-determined while the author saw it as most often studentdetermined.

A narrower definition of when Scheduling of Activity was to

be considered teacher- determined produced greater agreements in observation B of Trial

1.

The decision. Duration and Standards
problem.

,

presented a more complex

The ratings of the author and his colleague agreed most often

when the mode of this decision (Duration and Standards) was Teacher/
Student.

%

The rating problem in this area centered on how the author

and his colleague rated a child stopping one activity and beginning

another without contacting the teacher.
standard was the child working?

The question was to whose

The revised definition explicitly

requires scoring such behavior student— determined unless ther is clear

evidence of contact with the teacher or with previously established
criteria.

of
The second trial observation produced acceptable levels

agreement in all categories in excess of 80 percent.
ment across all six categories was 90 percent.

The mean agree-

This was considered
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both adequate and a realistic upper limit of
agreement.
are presented below in Table

Table

2.

The results

2.

First Trial Author and Colleague Observation B

Assessment of inter-rater reliability Trial

2

For this second trial, the revised definition of Duration and

Standards and of Scheduling of Activity were used.

These more explicit

definitions are presented here because they contributed to a marked
increase in inter-rater reliability during the first trial.

Redefinition of Duration and Standards of Activity

.

RTien

observ-

ing in a classroom and rating the mode of the decision for Duration and

Standards of Activity

,

assume the child is determining the duration and

standards of completion of an activity unless there is clear evidence
to the contrary.

Examples of

t e ache r- determinat

ion of this decision

would be:
1.

The teacher checks the child’s work prior to the child

beginning another task.
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2.

The teacher and the child converse about the task and
the question as to whether or not it is complete.

3.

The child checks the task against some displayed
criteria.

A correct version.

A list of criteria.

A sample or model of a similar task.
4.

Displayed in the room are the criteria for a completed

task similar to the one the child is working on.

The

child may or may not actively refer to these criteria,
but it is clear to the obersver that the child is

directing his activity towards meeting those standards.

Redefinition of Scheduling of Activity

.

When observing in a

classroom and rating the mode of decision for Scheduling of Activity

,

assume the child is determining the time of beginning unless there is

clear evidence to the contrary.

Scheduling of Activity would be con-

sidered to be decided by the teacher when:
1.

The teacher tells a child to begin the task.

2.

There is a written direction to the child indicating

when to begin the task.
3.

A group of children including the child observed

collects in an area to begin work on a task.

If

the task was clearly set and organized by students,
this would be considered a teacher-made decision.
4.

The entire group of children in the class stops or

begins an activity together, i.e., cleanup, a quiet

reading time, journal writing, etc.
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The second trial differed from the
first in two other ways:
first, three teachers (A,B,C)
observed in pairs on two different
occasions.

And, second, none of teachers had
taught together and were,

consequently, unfamiliar with each other's
perceptions of classroom
settings.

In the first trial,

the observers (the author and a
colleague)

had taught together for several years.

This fact is the presumption

behind the statement that a 90 percent level
of agreement is considered
a realistic upper limit.

The level of agreement in the second trial

reflects more accurately the clarity of the
directions and procedures
stated in the Student-Initiated Activity instrument.

Lower but accept-

able levels of agreement were expected during the
second trial.

results of the three observation pairs (A/B), (B/C) and (A/C)
are

presented below in Tables

Table

3:

o

3,

4

and

5.

Inter-rater Reliability of Teacher Pair A/B
= Inter-rater Reliability in Predominant Mode

The

^able

Inter-rater Reliability Scores of Teacher Pair B/C
= Inter-rater Reliability in Predominant
Mode

4;

Inter-rater Reliability Scores of Teacher Pair A/C

Table 5:

o
\specision

= Inter-rater Reliability in Predominant Mode

1

Concenc

Area

Mode

Schedule

Specific

Duration

of

Task.

Procedures

4

Activity

Materials

Standards
.

„

_

,

_i

-

11

4

9

7

Assembling!

T
3

T/S

1

26

24
S

A92)

23

10

2

1

6

0

.^31

6

9

3

3

1

5

0

4

13

0

1

11

12

31
32

Teacher A
Teacher

C

t
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Significance of Trial

2

.

The results of Trial

2

show that

coefficients of agreement in excess of 80 percent
are possible after an

observer has become familiar with the observation
instrument.

In the

case of pair A/B, neither observer had used the
instrument before and

agreement exceeded 80 percent in only two of the six
categories.

Mean

agreement across all six categories was only 75 percent.
In the case of pair B/C, agreement exceeded
80 percent in five

out of six categories.

In three categories (Content Area, Specific

Task, and Assembling Materials), agreement exceeded 90 percent.

The

mean agreement across all six categories was 82 percent.
In the case of pair A/C, agreement exceeded 80 percent in five

of the six categories and in four categories (Specific Task, Schedule of

Activity, Duration and Standards, and Assembling Materials), agreement

exceeded 90 percent.

The mean agreement across all six categories was

88 percent.

The trend of increasing levels of agreement can be attributed to
two factors.

First, and in all probability the most important, the

practice effect.

By the third trial, each observer had used the instru-

ment once and conversed with a co-observer about

it.

A second factor

possibly contributing to a higher level of agreement is teacher experience.

From the point of view of this study, the greater a teacher’s

experience in the classroom the more 'informed' an observer they are
considered to be.

In the case of the teacher pair A/B whose mean per-

centage of agreement was only 75 percent, teacher A was a second year

teacher and teacher

^

was a first year teacher.

unfamiliar with the instrument.

Furthermore, both were

It is reasonable to attribute the low

level of agreement to the compound effect of lack of teaching experience
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and lack of familiarity with the instrument.

This suggestion is

supported by the higher level of agreement (82 percent)
presented by

pair B/C.

Teacher B was familiar with the instrument and teacher
C,

while unfamiliar with the instrument, was an experienced
teacher of
eight years.

The suggestion made by the data in this case is that C's

greater teacher experience combined with B’s familiarity with the

instrument to produce a considerably increased mean agreement
(82 percent
as opposed to 75 percent).
In the third case, A/C, the highest mean agreement is presented
(88 percent).

Not surprisingly, the teacher experience and familiarity

with the instrument are also the greatest.
In addition to further examining the significance of the levels

of agreement described above, Trial

category. Procedures

.

2

focused attention on the decision

The decision category. Procedures

,

case the lowest mean level of agreement of any category.
the case in Trial

1.

had in each

This was not

It is not clear from the Pilot Study what explains

the discrepancy between Trials

1

and 2 in this category.

Examination of

the actual tallies in every category shows a possible explanation.

Procedures was the decision distributed most evenly across the three
decider modes (Teacher, Teacher/Student, Student).

Consequently, the

coefficient of agreement computed for this category in the predominant

mode was based upon fewer cases and therefore less stable.

^Using Wright's formula:

Examination

episodes marked by X marked also by Y
episodes marked by X + episodes marked by Y
2

coefficient
In the case of 100 recorded responses 60 by X and 40 by & a
by X and
61
When the tallies differ by 1,
of agreement = 80 percent.
of
difference
A
39 by Y, a coefficient of agreement = 78 percent.
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of the distribution of decider (Teacher,
Teacher/Student,

Student) in

this category (Procedures) during Trial 3 should indicate
whether the

lack of observer agreement in this category is a consequence
of rela-

tively few cases in the predominant mode or a consequence of
inadequate

definition of terms.

Summary of Trials

The results of Trials
for the study.

1

and

2

1

and

2

have considerable significance

First, they suggest that inter-rater reliabilities of

greater than 80 percent are easily attainable and, second, that with

practice and a group of experienced observers, inter-rater reliabilities

approaching 90 percent are possible.

These facts suggest the importance

of an observer training program for a large scale study of Student-

Initiated Activity.

A third significance of Trials

1

and

2

is the need

for larger N's which should promote stability in the coefficients of

agreement in all categories of decision regardless of the distribution
of the observation across modes.

In a similar case, with only 10 recorded responses, 6 by X
percent.
reached.
and 4 by Y, the same coefficient of agreement (80 percent) is
and the
Y,
for
and
7
X
for
3
instance,
1
However, change the tallies by
percent.
20
altered
is
percent)
resulting coefficient (60
2

CHAPTER
RESULTS OF STUDY CONTINUED:

VI

USE OF STUDENT-INITIATED ACTIVITY

INSTRUMENT (S.I.A.) IN FIVE PUBLIC SCHOOL CLASSROOMS

Description of the data set and variables

The data set consisted of 1600 separate observations.

Each set

was coded on a different card and contained sixteen variables.

Not all

variables were thought to be useful in the statistical analysis but all
were coded.
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

The sixteen variables were:

Content Area
Specific Task

Content Decider
Task Decider
Procedures
Duration & Standards
Schedule
Assembling Materials

15.

Teacher
Month
Day
Hour
Sex of Student
Number of Adults in Class
Number of Students in Class

16.

W-T Score

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

I

1
—

Variables

1

Guttscale

1

Score

and 2, Content Area and Specific Task, are nominal

variables with fourteen and thirty-two values, respectively.

These

final values were derived from the initial lists of some twenty Contents
and more than 250 Specific Tasks recorded by the author during the class-

room observations.

The final thirty-two task values were keyed generally

to the first word of the variable level descriptor.

Variables 3-8 (Content Decider, Task Decider, Procedures,
Duration and Standards, Schedule, and Assembling Materials) are difficult to classify.

They are closer than anything else to being
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dichotomous with just two levels of measurement—
teacher decides and
student decides.

They are not true dichotomous variables,
though,

because they occasionally involve the third
possibility of a joint
decision.

In the analysis they were treated for the
most part as dicho-

tomous because of the low frequency of the joint
decision mode (T/S)

Variables 9-15 (Teacher, Month, Day, Hour, Sex of Student,
Number of Adults in Class, Number of Students in Class)
have nominal or

ordinal values, as their names suggest.

Variable 16, the Walberg-Thomas Score, is an interval variable
as is Variable 17, Guttscale 1, created later in the analysis.
The data was coded and saved in a WYLBUR file on the IBM 370/168

system at the Stanford Center for Information Processing in Palo Alto,
California.

Of the programming packages available, it was decided that

the majority of analysis would be undertaken using the Statistical

Package for the Social Sciences version 7.0.

The descriptive statistics

used for the purposes of deciding how to undertake analysis, of setting
up a system file for analysis under S.P.S.S., and of accomplishing a

secondary purpose of this study (development of a rich descriptive instrument), were provided by application of the APL STATPAK of statistical

programs.

Once this initial treatment was accomplished, it was possible

to turn to the analysis necessary to assess the primary purpose of Trial

Primary purpose and procedure of Trial

The purpose of Trial
rent validity of the S.I.A.

3

was threefold:

A,

3

to assess the concur-

instrument and the previously discussed

Walberg-Thomas measure of ’openness' the W/T Scales; B, to assess the
reliability of the S.I.A. by examining two split-half reliabilities; and.

3.
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C,

to assess the stability of the S.I.A. by
examining the variance

between the two groups of observations, 1-4 and 5-8.
the primary purposes of Trial

3

The results of

are presented below and are, frankly,

disappointing:

Results of Trial

3,

Part A:

Assessment of Concurrent Validity

Treatment of Walberg-Thomas scale scores

.

The Walb erg -Thomas

scales in a five-point Likert format were presented to each of the five

teachers in the sample at the end of the final observation, observation
8.

The W/T scales, described in Chapter II, consist of fifty descrip-

tors of classrooms or classroom practice.

Each asks for a teacher

response ranging in five steps from strongly-agree to strongly-disagree.
Furthermore, half the items are worded so that a strong disagree response

indicates strong agreement with 'open' classroom practice (see Appendix

A for a copy of the Walberg-Thomas Scale questionnaires used in the
study)

.

The greatest attainable raw score based upon fifty unqualified

pro- 'open' classroom responses is 142 and the lowest attainable raw
score based upon fifty unqualified pro- traditional
'

is -58.

The range is 200.

'

classroom responses

For the purposes of this study, a converted

W/T score was developed in order to compress the range from 200 to 100
points and in order to shift the minimum score from -58 to
this formula

score + 58

0.

Using

^.Q^verted W/T scores can range from 0 to

100.

The five scores obtained during Trial

75.5,

78.5, 84.5.

3

are as follows:

72.5, 74,

These teacher scores have a total range of twelve

points or 12 percent on the converted scale.

This range is unfortunately

narrow and it has a major impact on the study as will be explained below.
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Assessmen t of concurrent validity

.

The intent of this study was

to relate the W/T score for each teacher to the
measure of decision-

making in classrooms developed for the study.

An analysis of the rela-

tionship between the W/T scores and the S.I.A. instrument used
cross
tabulation, correlation, and regression techniques.

relationship was found.

No significant

In fact, one example of the reverse is shown.

The teacher with the lowest (72.5) W/T score taught in the classroom

which accounted for the greatest number (65 percent) of all student
decisions observed during the trial.

A ranking of teachers based on the

W/T score and total percent of student decision-making emphasizes this
point

Teachers Ranked by
W/T Converted Score

High-Open

Teachers Ranked by % of
Student Decision-Making
Observed

A(84.5)

E(66.35)

B(78.5)

B(30.2)

C(75.5)

D(10.25)

I

D(74.0)

A( 7.45)

Low

E(72.5)

C(

.7)

From these columns we can see that first in score is fourth in
practice.

Second in score is second in practice.

fifth in practice.

Third in score is

Fourth in score is third in practice.

score is first in practice.

And, fifth in

While these results are disappointing, the

conclusion which can be drawn from them is limited.

All we can say is

that this study does not establish any relationship between the W/T

scores and levels of student decision-making.
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Analys is of cause of lack of concurrent validity

.

There are two

major causes of the inability of this study to establish
concurrent

validity for the W/T scores and the S.I.A. measure:

first, the small

number of classrooms in the study and, second, the narrow range in
the

W/T scores.
The small number of classrooms (five) in this trial makes it

difficult to have any confidence in relating normalized scores (like the

W/T scores) to other data.

With only five scores, it is quite difficult

to show anything significant.

This problem, a fault of the initial

design, is compounded by the narrow range of W/T converted scores.

The range in scores is 12 points.

These five scores are spread

across a range from the low seventies to the high eighties on a scale of
100.

It is unlikely, however,

that these classrooms really are distin-

guished one from the other by their W/T scores.

From a theoretical

point of view, if Walberg and Thomas expressed a

5

percent confidence

interval in their scoring and that is doubtful considering their small
N's, then a score of 77.5 really only indicates that the teacher's score
is somewhere in the range from 72.5 to 82.5.

If we consider the

obtained scores in light of this ten-point range, then there is virtually
no difference between any of the scores.

Consequently, although we see

quite significant differences in the frequency of student decision-

making as measured by the S.I.A.

we can not expect the narrow range of

W/T scores to establish concurrent validity.
An additional but unsuccessful multiple regression procedure

was run, attempting to find a relationship between the variables.

This

showing the
procedure produced a correlation matrix that was useful for

produced the
strength of relationships between individual variables and
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actual regression output that indicated how
much of the variance in the

dependent variable could be predicted from the
independent variables

when introduced in various combinations.

The correlation coefficients

obtained show little direct relationship between the
scores and the
deciding variables, with the highest correlation only
0.2 for MATERIAL
(ignoring signs)

.

This is not good.

In the regression itself, the most significant of the deciding

variables. Task Decider, had a hardly measurable effect on the W/T SCORE
variable.

In the output, the R-square statistics was on ly 0.003, indi-

cating that only 0.3 percent of the variance in SCORE was the result of

Task Decider.

Nothing under 20 percent is generally considered worth

mentioning
This does not mean that the premise of the study was incorrect,

but only that there was not a large enough sample of scores to give the

regression procedure enough to work with.
cant

The results are not signifi-

.

To further classify the failure of the study to establish

congruent validity of the W/T and S.I.A. measures, one need only keep
in mind that either a large number of classrooms or a set of widely

ranging Walberg-Thomas scores or both could have proved or disproved
concurrent validity of these two measures.

The question, disappointingly,

remains open for further research.

Results of Trial

3,

Part

B:

Assessment of split half reliability

To assess the split half reliability of the data and to thereby

the
gain a sense of the internal consistency of the S.I.A. instrument,

1600 observations were randomly divided.

Each of the five classroom
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sets was divided into two parts:
2)

1)

a 50 percent random sample and

the original classroom data set minus the 50 percent random
sample.

This division ensured that no data points were in both samples
and that

both were equally randomly drawn.
samples averaged 0.87.

A Spearman correlation of the two

This correlation of the two samples is quite

high and strongly suggests that the overall program of each teacher as

measured by the S.I.A. instrument was highly internally consistent.
Long term consistency of program is an assumption upon which the sampling design was based and this correlation confirms that assumption.

Results of Table

3,

Part

C:

Assessment of stability of S.I.A.

Two procedures were used to assess the stability of the five

classrooms observed.

The data was gathered during two sets of four

observation periods.

Observation periods 1-5 were scheduled as close

together as possible for each classroom.
The complete first set of four observations always took place in
less than four days.

eight were scheduled.

Then two weeks elapsed before observations five to

After the two-week hiatus, the second set of

observations was completed in as short a time as possible.

The program

stability was examined by comparing the two data sets (observations 1-4
and observations 5-8) across all teachers and for each teacher.

Spearman correlation measures of stability

.

The first procedure

used was a computation of two sets of Spearman correlations for seventytwo variable pairs.

Then the correlation for each variable pair from

the two observation sets were compared.
results.

This procedure yielded mediocre

eight were
First, no correlation in observations four through

.5661.
greater than point .8363, although five were greater than

There

9A

was adequate significance (.001) but few
acceptable relationships.
Furthermore, a comparison of the five variable
pairs showing highest

relationship in the first observation set with their
corresponding
variable pairs in the second observation set showed
only a moderate
level of agreement between the correlations in the two
sets of selected

variable pairs.
Table

6:

Table

5

below illustrates this point.

Spearman Correlations for the Five Variable Pairs Showing
Greatest Degree of Relationship in Observation Sets 1-4
and 5-8. All sig. (.001) or higher.

Variable Pair

Observation Set

Task Decider w/
Duration and Standards

1 - 4

5-8

.8363

.6485

Task Decider w/
Schedule of Activity

.8111

.7774

Schedule of Activity w/
Duration and Standards

.8059

.7913

Task Decider w/
Procedures

.5950

.7366

The agreement of these five pairs of correlations is considered

both moderate and indicative of an acceptable level of stability over
time.

The level of agreement is considered moderate because the differ-

ences are less than .07 in three of the five cases and less than .19 in
the other two.

A difference of less than .05 between correlations is

frequently considered high in research of this type.

The agreement is

also considered moderate because of the large number of variable pairs

which do not show levels of relationship great enough to be considered
in the analysis.

The differences between the corresponding variable pair correlations can be partially explained by two factors:

first, a difference
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of eight in the total number of observations in set 1-4
and set 5-8, and
second, the variation in content which took place during the
time between
the two observation sets.

These two factors explain much of the discre-

pancy in the correlations and when taken into account permit the conclusion that the programs as a whole were moderately stable with regard to

levels of decision-making.
It is important to review at this point that the variable pairs

showing highest levels of agreement between observation sets are variable pairs which have as the three decision-maker modes:
Teacher, or Student/Teacher

.

Student,

Their stability, therefore, is a strong

measure of the stability of the level of student decision-making over
time.

An assessment of stability using crosstabulation data supports

this point.

Crosstabulation assessment of stability.

Two types of cross-

tabulation tables were helpful in further establishing the stability of
the level of Student Decision-Making in a classroom program, although

the content of the program as measured by the content and task variables

varied greatly.

First, a crosstabulation of Content Decider with

Teacher controlling for day made possible the comparison of who decided
the content of tasks in observation sets 1-4 and 5-8.

The following

table illustrates the stability of student decision-making in this area.

Table

6:

Percentages of Content Decisions Made by Teachers, Students,
and Teacher & Students Jointly in Observations 1-4 and 5-8.
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What we see here is that teachers made the overwhelming majority
of Content Decisions during both observation sets.

Furthermore, the

proportion of decisions made in each mode varied only slightly from the
first to the second observation set.

This stability is particularly interesting when we examine the

breadth of variation in Content Area between observation sets.

The four

most frequently observed Content Areas (Math, Social Studies, Language
Arts, and Reading) account for 74 percent of all content studied.

The

frequencies of four of these five content areas varied greatly between
the two observation sets.
Table

7:

Table

7

illustrates this.

Percentages of Observations in the Four Most
Frequent Content Areas in Observations 1-4 and 5-8.

—-dlb^rvat ion
Content

1-4

5-8

Math

18%

26%

Social Studies

14%

28%

Language Arts

27%

10%

Reading

11%

11%

The conclusion permitted by an examination of Tables

6

and

7

is that the level of student decision-making as measured by the S.I.A.

instrument remains stable over time, despite wide variation in the
content matter of individual programs.
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Sunmiary of accomplishment of primary purpose of Trial
3

The primary purpose of Trial
to accomplish only part of it.

3

was threefold.

It was possible

No relationship could be established

between the W/T scores and the S.I.A. instrument most probably because
of the narrow range of W/T scores in the classrooms examined and because
of the small sample of classrooms (5) in the study.

It was

possible to

establish a high level of split half reliability using a 50 percent

random sample and Spearman Correlation procedures (.87).

It was also

possible to establish a moderate level of stability of student decision-

making relative to variation in program by examining the level of agreement among variable pairs from the early (1-4) and late (5-8) data sets.

Stability of student decision-making was further established by examination of two crosstabulations:

1)

Content Decider X Teacher controlling

for day and, 2) Content Area X Teacher controlling for day.

These two

tables demonstrate that levels of student decision-making remained stable

over time, while content of the observed programs varied widely.

However,

because of the impossibility of completely accomplishing the primary
purpose, the author further examined the data.

This re-examination led

to the development of a secondary purpose of Trial 3, presented below.

CHAPTER

VII

DEVELOPMENT AND ASSESSMENT OF A
SECONDARY PURPOSE OF TRIAL

3

Secondary purpose of Trial

3

The secondary purpose of Trial

3

was twofold:

A,

to assess the

data for its descriptive value and, B, to investigate the possibility
of developing a scale of child decision-making in classrooms.

secondary purposes were accomplished.

Both

The S.I.A. instrument provides

a host of valuable descriptors of a classroom with respect to task and

decision-maker.

Furthermore, a highly reproducible Guttman Scale of

Child/Teacher Decision-Making was derived from the data.

The results

of the secondary purpose are presented below.

Assessment of S.I.A. as a descriptive instrument
Part 1: Frequency distribution of variables

The descriptors of the five classrooms as a group derive from
two sources:

frequency distributions of the variables and crosstabula-

tion of many variables with hour of the day.

The frequency distribu-

tions and their accompanying histograms are presented in Appendix

C

and

summarized below.

Number of Students in Class
Number of Adults in Class:

:

Mean 21.3

Medium 19

Mode 19

Mean

Medium

Mode
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1.5

1

1

—
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Content areas.

Of fourteen areas, the four most common
were

Math (21.7 percent), Social Studies (21.2
percent). Language Arts (18.2
percent), and Reading (11.8 percent).
72 percent of all content observed.

These four areas account for
It is interesting to observe that

teacher E, in whose program the greatest amount of student
decision-

making occurred, is also the teacher in whose program the most
math,
all art, all science, and all socializing were found.

This is particu-

interesting in light of the fact that many descriptions of

successful 'open' classrooms comment upon the 'unusual quantities' of
math, science, art, and socializing taking place.

Content decider

.

This variable shows that overall teachers

made 89.9 percent of all content decisions, that students made only
8.4 percent of all decisions, and that only 1.7 percent of all decisions

were joint decisions.

When we compare the level of student content

decisions overall with the level of student content decisions by teacher,

we find that one program accounts for 65 percent of all student content
decisions and that two programs account for 96 percent of all student
content decisions.

The S.I.A. instrument reveals a wide range in the

levels of student decision-making between teachers, while at the same
time illustrating that overall the level of student content decisions

was low.

Task

.

This variable shows that of the thirty-two tasks observed

the seven most frequent account for more than 50 percent of all tasks

observed.

These seven tasks, in order of frequency, are Listening to

Teacher, Writing, Making or Building, Computing from Workbook Sources,

Writing Prose, Drawing, Listening to Another Child.

What is interest-

third most
ing here is the presence of Making and Building, as the
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commonly observed task and the presence of Drawing in
the group of
seven most frequently observed tasks.

The high frequency of these two

variables is again consistent with 'open' classroom literature.

Task Decider

.

This variable showed a distribution across

decision mode (Teacher, Student, Joint Decision) similar to Content
Decider

.

Again, teachers made most of the decisions 61.7 percent,

students made 36 percent, and joint decisions were made in 1.5 percent
of the cases.

The level of student decision-making in Task Decider is

considerably higher, 28 percent higher.
pattern:

This contrast suggests a

teachers are more likely to let students decide the task once

the teacher has selected a content area.

the development of the Guttscale

1

This pattern was supported in

below.

Comparing teachers across this variable, we see a pattern
similar to the one described for Content Decider, but not as strong.
Again, the same two teachers who accounted for 96 percent of all stu-

dent content decisions also accounted for 60 percent of those student

task decisions.

Because students deciding Task is more common than

students deciding Content, we expect and observe a more even distribution across teacher of students deciding Task than we did of students

deciding Content.
Schedule of Activity

This variable showed as high a level of

.

student decision-making as did Task (35.6 percent).

Again, student

decisions in this variable were spread evenly across teachers.

Again,

greater than
the level of student decision-making in this variable is
it is for Content Decider.

Duration and Standards

.

this variable was 31.7 percent.

The level of student decision-making in
The teacher decided 64.5 percent of the
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time.

The level of student decision-making in this variable was evenly

distributed across teachers.
Procedures

.

The level of student decision-making in this vari-

able was 26.3 percent.
decisions.

Again, teachers made more than 69 percent of all

Again, the level of student decision-making was more evenly

spread across teachers.

Assembling Materials
were necessary.

.

In 47 percent of the cases, no materials

The level of student or teacher decision-making in this

variable is compounded by its frequent absence.

It was consequently

dropped from analysis and is not recommended for inclusion in future
studies

Summary of frequency distributions

The histograms present a detailed description of the classroom

programs as a group.

In particular, they illustrate that a few content

areas and a few tasks account for most children’s activity.

They fur-

ther suggest, however, that the high frequency of certain content areas

and tasks may be a possible measure of 'open’ classrooms as described 'in

the literature.

Last, a rank ordering by frequency of the five vari-

ables which examine student decision-making suggests a possible scale
of student decision-making.

The variables in order from most likely to

are presented
be student-decided to least likely to be student-decided

here in Table

8.
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Rank Order of Variables by Frequency of Student
Decision
Student Most Likely to Decide:

Student Least Likely to Decide:

Task Decider

36.0%

Schedule

35.6%

Duration and
Standards

31.7%

Procedures

26.3%

Content Decider

8.4%

This pattern suggested the Guttman Scale development described
on page 107.

Assessment of S.I.A. as a descriptive instriiTTipntPart 2:
Crosstabulation as descriptors

The following seven variables were crosstabulated with hour of
the day:

Content, Task, Task Decider, Schedule of Activity, Duration

and Standards, Procedures, and Content Decider.

The order of presenta-

tion in the cases of Content and Task is based upon the fact that Content
includes Task and as such should be treated before Task.

The order of

presentation of the next five variables is determined by their rank
from high to low according to the frequency of student decision-making
observed in each of the variables.

The actual crosstabulations are not

presented in an appendix because of the difficulty of compressing their
large format onto an 8-1/2 by 11-inch sheet of paper.

Crosstabulation of hour x content

.

This crosstabulation reveals

which content areas account for 50 percent or more of the content taught
during each hour of the school day across all five programs. T'able
illustrates

9
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Hour of the School Day

Time

Content Areas

Total %

8:00- 8:59 a.m.

Meeting

70.0%

9:00- 9:59 a.m.

Reading, Language Arts

51.6%

10:00-10:59 a.m.

Language Arts, Math, Social Studies

60 2%

11:00-11:59 a.m.

Language Arts, Social Studies

53.8%

Noon -12:59 p.m.

Story, Math

59.3%

1:00- 1:59 p.m.

Language Arts, Social Studies

62 6%

2:00- 2:59 p.m.

Social Studies

53.8%

Table

9

.

.

points out that, despite the existence of fourteen

content areas, most children's activity is observed in a few content
aras

.

This fact combined with the rough sequence of content areas

throughout the day confirms several commonplaces about American Elementary schools:

that most children work in only a few content areas,

that Language Arts, Math, and Reading tend to dominate the curriculum,

and that a typical content sequence for a day is Reading/Language Arts,

then Math, and then Social Studies.

That the S.I.A. instrument which is

assessing levels of student decision-making can also detail these facts
about classrooms is another indicator of the instrument

s

breadth and

utility.

Crosstabulation of hour x task

.

An examination of the three

yields a table
most frequent tasks during each hour of a school day

similar to the one above.

The observed frequencies support the conclu

Sion drawn from the previous table.
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Table 10:

Time

Three Task Areas of Greatest Frequency for Each
Hour of School Day and Their Percentages

Task

Percent

8:00- 8:59

Listening to Teacher, Computing from NonWork Level Sources, Planning

92.0%

9:00- 9:59

Writing, Writing from Textbook Sources,
Writing Prose

33.9%

10:00-10:59

Computing from Workbook, Taking a Break,
Making or Building

27.9%

11:00-11:59

Writing, Making or Building, Listening
to Teacher

29.5%

Noon-12: 59

Computing from Workbook, Listening to
Teacher, Playing

53.9%

1:00- 1:59

Writing, Listening to Another Child,
Playing

56.8%

2:00- 2:59

Making or Building, Drawing, Watching
Other Children

68 1%
.

It is possible to make an interesting inference from the fact that three

tasks accounted for most children early in the day, fewer in the mid-

morning and more again later in the day.

The inference is this,

(diversity of task occurs in the late morning hours.

most

All observed

their proteachers were interested in individualizing or diversifying

grams.

and
However, this complexity is demanding on both teacher

children.
fresh.

up but
People tend to do their most complex work when warmed

day.
The mid-morning hours are that time in a school

What we

those hours and less of it
see is more diversified activity during

teachers tire.
towards the end of the day as children and

Foirthermore,

the highest frequency of
because Task Decider was the variable with
itself was most diverse during
Student Decision-Making and because Task
Student
an optimum time to observe
the morning hours, we can infer that
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Decision-Making is during the hours of 9-12.

The possibility of making

these inferences from the S.I.A. contributes further to the affirmation
of its breadth and utility.

Crosstabulation of hour x task decider

.

The crosstabulation of

Hour X Task Decider presented below in Table 11 supports the inferences
made above.
Table 11:

Frequency of Who Decides Task by Hour
Percent of Decisions Made by
Student

Hour

Teacher

8:00- 8:59

96.0%

4.0%

9:00- 9:59

63.0%

35.7%

.7%

10:00-10:59

52.0%

43.7%

4.3%

11:00-11:59

45.7%

51.1%.

3.3%

Noon-12 59

66.5%

33.5%

1:00- 1:59

74.8%

24.8%

.5%

2:00- 2:59

63.9%

36.1%

-

:

Jointly
-

-

It is during the hours 9—12 that students decide task most often.

The

decision of Task is the decision made most often by students overall and
period of
its period of greatest frequency should coincide with the
variables.
greatest frequency of student decision-making in the other

Subsequent crosstabulations confirmed this.
standards/
Crosstabulation of hour x schedule/hour x durat ion and

and hour x procedures

.

The results of these three crosstabulations

decision-making was the
confirmed that the period of maximum student

hours 9:00 AM - Noon.

Table 12 illustrates this.
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Table 12;

Percent of Student Decision-Making In Schedule.
Duration and Standards, and Procedures, by Hour
% of Student

Hours

Schedule

8:00- 8:59 a.m.

2.0%

9:00- 9:59 a.m.

35.0%

Duration

Decision-Making in
& Standards
Procedures
-

-

31.5%

27.3%

Hours of
Maximum
? Student
Decision
'
Making
1

{

10:00-10:59 a.m.

48.3%

34.6%

28.4%

11:00-11:59 a.m.

48.4%

46.2%

45.1%

Noon-12:59 p.m.

31.9%

31.2%

27.3%

1:00- 1:59 p.m.

19.3%

23.4%

14.4%

2:00-2:59 p.m.

39.5%

35.3%

21.8%

1

Crosstabulation of hour x content decider

.

An examination of

students deciding content by hour shows that the hours of maximum student

decision of content do not conform to the 9-12 period mentioned above as
Table 13 illustrates.
Table 13:

Percent of Student Decision-Making in Content by Hour

Hour

% of Student

Decision-Making

8:00- 8:59

0 . 0%

9:00- 9:59

5.3%

Period of Maximum
Student DecisionMaking in
Content Area

10:00-10:59
11:00-11:59

1

Noon-12: 59

It

1:00- 1:59

1-8%

2:00- 2:59

29.4%

in the hour of maxiis not possible to say why there is a difference

mum student decision-making in the Content Decider variable.

A possible

of 1591, less
explanation is the low number of cases involved, 134 out

than 10 percent of the total.

A difference of ten cases would shift the
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period of maximum student decision-making to conform with the other variables.

I

have excluded from consideration the large amount of student

deciding content in the last hour of the day for this reason:

all pro-

grams between 2:30 and 2:59 were engaged in clean-up and socializing

routines which, while appearing to be student-decided during the period
of the study, may in fact be a consequence of long established teacher

rout ines.

Summary of other crosstabulations not presented

crosstabulations were computed and examined.

.

Six other

They were Hour X Teacher

Observations 1-4 and 5-8, Content X Teacher Observations 1-4 and 5-8,
and Task X Teacher Observations 1-4 and 5-8.

The author hoped that an

examination of these crosstabulations would permit statements about the
stability or variation in Teacher program over time.

Unfortunately, the

number of cases in each cell was too small to be considered worth
repeating.

However, during a large study, the crosstabulations would

contribute to an assessment of the stability of both program and student

decision-making

Summary of crosstabulation data

of the
The crosstabulation data affirms the breadth and utility

S.I.A. instrument.

First, it reveals patterns of program considered

commonplace in elementary schools.

Second, it convincingly identifies

period of the day in which
the morning hours, 9-noon, as the most fertile
fourth,
to observe student decision-making, and,

it suggests that in a

observation sets could be used to
large study, crosstabulation of two

assess stability.

signifiThe crosstabulations then have contributed

part of the secondary purpose.
cantly to the accomplishment of the first
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Secondary Purpose, Part 2: Establishment of a
Guttman Scale of student decision-making

Origins of the decision to develop Guttman Scale

.

The decision

to create a new variable, Guttscale 1, from the five decision variables

(Task Decider, Schedule of Activity, Duration and Standards, Procedures,
and Content Decider) grew first out of the inability of the study to

establish a relationship between the W/T scores and the S.I.A. measure of
student decision-making and, second, out of the intuitive notion that a

rank ordering of the decision variables themselves might produce a new

variable which could then be shown to relate to non-decision variables
and as Teacher, Content, Task, Hour, and Observation sets 1-4 and 5-8.

Definition of Guttman Scales

.

A Guttman scale analysis is a

means of analyzing the underlying operating characteristics of the five
decision variables in this study in order to determine if their relaThe

tionships meet the two requirements which define a Guttman Scale.
first requirement is unidimensionality.

The component items must

in this
measure movement toward or away from the same underlying object,

classrooms.
case, maximum levels of student decision-making in
cumulative.
second requirement is that the Guttman scale be

The

A cumulative

case, the five decision
scale implies that the component items (in this

variables) can be ordered by degree of difficulty.

then

If this is so,

’difficult’ item will always be
cases which are scored one way on a

items (S.P.S.S. edition
scored similarly on the ’less difficult’

McGraw Hill, 1975, p. 529-530).

series
A Guttman scale, then, is simply a

harder to answer.
of questions, each one successively
if you answer yes to the

2,

The logic is that,

an attitude,
’hardest’ of these questions about

to the ’less hard’ questions.
you are also likely to answer yes

That is.
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if you answer the question "Would you like your sister to marry a

Martian?" in the affirmative, you are very likely to answer the question
"Do you like extraterrestrial beings?" in the affirmative as well (unless

you don’t like your sister).

In the development of the Guttman Scale in

this study, a rank order of decision variables which would assess the

level of student decision-making was sought.

The procedure sought to

order the decision variable such that if a child decides the 'hardest'
of the decision variables then the probability would be very high that

the child had also decided all the other decision variables as well.

Procedure for development of a Guttman Scale

.

The S.P.S.S. pro-

gram employed in this study has a sub-program GUTTJIAN SCALE.
program was used to develop the Guttscale

1

presented below.

This sub-

Before

reviewing the produced scale, however, it is important to explain the

procedures necessary to the Scale’s production.
Guttman Scale must be ordinal.

with the three possible values
and Joint Decision (3)
the variables.

.

First, each item in a

The decision variables meet this criteria

— Teacher

Decides (1), Scudent Decides (2),

Second, a cutting point must be established for

Scores below the cutting point are considered failures;

scores above the cutting point are considered passes.

Because of the

is partially
low number of joint decisions and because a joint decision

a student decision,

established at

2.

the cutting point for the decision variable was

Therefore, all Teacher Decisions are scored

0

or

are scored 1 or 'pass
'failure' and all Student and Joint decisions

in

the Guttman Scale procedure.

assigned a cutting point,
Once all decision variables have been

being ordered from 'most difficult
they must then display the capacity of
to

'least difficult.'

sorting the
This ordering is usually obtained by
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observations in descending order according to the proportion of observations which fail or reject the variables.

The degree to which a group

of variables is both unidimensional and cumulative is determined by the

extent to which 'passes’ on any observation are associated with 'pass'
scores in all variables ranked as less difficult.

In a pure Guttman

Scale, all passes of the most 'difficult' variable would be passes on

every 'easier' variable in the scale.

But, data rarely, if ever, fit a

And the test of scalability of the observations in the

pure case.

Guttman procedure is the degree to which the data indeed fit the model.
The

Each deviation from the expected pattern is counted as an error.

errors are then accumulated and a number of standardized coefficients
are produced which enable the researcher to determine if the items do
indeed form a Guttman Scale.

In the present case,

they did and the scale

is presented on the following page.

Evaluation of scalability of Guttscale

1

.

Four statistics enable

the researcher to evaluate the scalability of the Guttscale

developed

1

They are:

as part of the secondary purpose of this study.
1.

Coefficient of Reproducibility

=

.9439

2.

Minimum Marginal Reproducibility

=

.7008

3.

Percent Improvement

=

.2431

4.

Coefficient of Scalability

= .8125

important here.
Two of these statistics are particularly

First, the

of the extent
Coefficient of Reproducibility is a measure

^

which an

observations rating
observation scale score is a predictor of the
pattern.

coefficient higher than
It varies from 0 to 1 and a

considered a valid scale.

.9

is

is the
Second, the Coefficient of Scalability

divided by the largest value
ratio of the percent improvement (.2431)
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GUTTNAN SCALE OF STUDENT DECISION-MAKING
Duration

Schedule
of

St

Decision:

Content

ITEM..
RESP.

CDECIDE

.0

I

G
S

C
L

“ERR

1

0

1031

I

I

I

81

461

T

1

I

01

1

1031

771

1

106
70

477
30

1029
65

554

0

35

1004
63

56

18

74

20

62

37

159
1

1

1600 CASES WERE PROCESSED
17 (OR
1.1 PCT) WERE MISSING

STATISTICS

I
I

103

571

.

COEFFICIENT OF REPRODUCIBILITY = 0.9439
MINIMUM MARGINAL REPRODUCIBILITY = 0.7008
PERCENT IMPROVEMENT = 0.2431
COEFFICIENT OF SCALABILITY = 0.8125
GUTTMAN SCALE RUN FOR DECISION-MAKING

160

-ERRI
I

837

837

01

1-

1

1

74

391

I

01

9

I

35

I-

837

18

I

I

301

I

01

821

-ERRI
130

3

I

9

I

I

837

181
I

631

1

I

241

3

I

1

03

I

0

781

3

1

I

I
1

TOTAL

I

I

!•

136

1031

3051

3

I

381

0

I
1

-ERRI
36

I

I

I

14

II

-ERR

I

I

I

837

0

21

I

01

SUMS
1424
PCTS
90
ERRORS
0

3

I

14

1

I

6

I

1

-ERR

I

I

66

X

I

1

TDECIDE

110

I

I-

31

837

1031

201

I

I

0

1

I

I

0

I

7

I

157

I

-ERRI

01

I

-ERR

I

300

I

74

SCHEDULE

110

I

18

Specific
Task

Activity

I

161

I

1

1031

I

75

I
I

0

I-

I

2

I

371

1

I
I

-ERR

I

28

I

3

DIRECT

110

-ERRI

I

4

PROCED

I

I

I-

A

Standards

110

I

5

Procedures

1

579

984

37
30

62
47

1

599
38
0

1

583

444
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that percent improvement could attain (1-.7008 - .2992).

It indicates

for values .6 or greater that the developed scale is truly unidimen-

sional and cumulative.

A Coefficient of Scalability of .8125 indicates

a significant and strong scale.

Contribution of Guttscale

analysis of results

1 to

The strong Guttman Scale derived in this study is, by definition,
a scale of student decision-making.

This is what the author had hoped

the W/T score was, but could not prove.

Guttscale

1

is,

by

its very

nature, such a scale and each observation can (all 1600 of them) be

placed on a scale of decision-making from 0 to

5

A score of 0 means

.

an absence of student decision-making and, conversely, a maximum level
of teacher decision-making.

A score of

_5

means a maximum level of

student decision-making and minimum level of teacher decision-making.
Now,

it is possible to examine the relationship between student decision-

making, i.e., Guttscale

1.

and Teacher, Hour, Task and Content.

Crosstabulation of teacher x Guttscale

1

.

This crosstabulation

shows the frequency of Guttman Scale scores 0-5 in each teacher program

over observations 1—8.

Table 14 below shows the two most frequent

Guttscale values or levels of student decision-making present in the
teachers' programs.
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Table 14;

Teacher

Percentages of Two Most Frequent Levels of
Student Decision-Making in Teacher Programs

Guttscale 0

1

2

3

E
B

25.6%

D

24.6%

A

62.5%

4

^

24.8%

65.0%

22.3%

41.9%
21.3%
35.8%

C

39.8%

Two conclusions can be drawn from this table.

First, that levels of

student decision-making vary considerably from classroom to classroom
and,

secondly, that each teacher may have a unique style with respect to

levels of student decision-making.

In the case of teacher E, the style

is clearly in favor of high levels of student decision-making.

case of teacher B, a bimodal style is suggested.

B

In the

appears to either

permit high levels of student decision-makine or none at all.

Table 14

then suggests that it is possible to assess teacher style with respect
to student decision-making by using the Guttscale

1

developed from the

S.I.A. instrument.

Rank/ordering of teachers by frequency of student decisions and

Guttscale

1

Score of

5

.

A rank ordering of teachers by overall frequency

order by percent of
of student decision corresponds exactly to a rank

teacher program.
highest level of student decision-making present in each

contributes to the
The agreement of these two rank orders further

Decision-Making because it
strength of the Guttscale Measure of Student
depth (how difficult) of
indicates that the breadth (how often) and the
S.I.A. instrument are in
student decision-making as measured by the

close relationship.

from this
A further conclusion can be suggested

IIA

pattern:

that classrooms in which students often decide will also be

those in which students make the highest level decisions.

This possi-

bility is worthy of further research.

Crosstabulation of Guttscale

1

x task

.

The purpose of looking

at this crosstabulation is to learn which tasks were most frequently

associated with each level of student decision-making as measured by

Guttscale

1.

Table 15 lists the two most common tasks for each Guttscale

value
Table 15:

Two Most Frequent Tasks for Each Guttscale Value 0-5

Guttscale Value

Two Most Common Tasks

0

Listening to Teacher (19.5%), Computing from
Workbook (12.6%)

1

Taking a Break (14.4%), Drawing (12.5%),

2

Talking to Teacher (18.9%), Waiting for a
Friend (18.9%)

3

Playing (17.8%), Writing (12.2%)

4

Making and Building (23.3%), Taking a
Break (10.7%)

5

Making and Building (24.5%), Talking (10.8%)

It is difficult to draw any conclusions from the middle values in the

table, but it is interesting to note that elementary children typically

decide to make or build, rest, or socialize, as indicated by the tasks
found at Guttscale

1

levels 4 and

points for consideration:

5

.

This observation suggests two

first, if a teacher wants to encourage high

opportunilevels of student decision-making, had he/she better provide

ties for making and building, resting, and socializing?

The provision

which both developmental
of materials for making and building is something
for intellectual
psychologists and 'open' educators suggest is appropriate
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growth of children.

Furthermore,

’open' education suggests that an

important characteristic of successful ’open’ classrooms is a setting

rich in materials for building.'
The second point focuses on the tasks at level

0.

Listening to

the Teacher and Computing from a Workbook are two tasks which occurred

almost exclusively at the lowest level of student decision-making.

Can

a program interested in promoting student decision-making have a high

frequency of these two tasks?

More work for a future study.

Crosstabulation of Guttscale

1 x

hours

The purpose of examinine

.

this crosstabulation is to assess whether the times of the maximum fre-

quency of the high levels of student decision-making (Guttscale

4

and 5)

coincide with the 9-noon hours during which the greatest variety of task
and greatest frequency of student decision-making were also observed.

This is the case.

and

5

The three highest frequencies of Guttscale values

occur in the hours between

9

and noon.

4

This convergence of Variety

of Task, Level of Student Decision-Making, and Frequency of Student

Decision in the same period of the day are indicative of the strength
and consistency of the S.I.A. measure.

Regression run of Guttscale

1

and content

.

The purpose of this

procedure was to assess the extent to which high-level decision-making
contents predicted Guttscale scores.

A scattergram of Content by

areas which were
Guttscale score was prepared in order to select content

most likely decision-maker oriented.

Content areas which had the

highest number of high Guttscale Scores

(4 or 5)

work.
sion run of Guttscale and content did not

were chosen.

A regres-

The regression tries to

of the content values.
predict Guttscale values from the strongest

However, the

content values only
was only .10, indicating that the
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predicted 10 percent of the variance in the Guttscale.

This value was

considered too low to be worth further analysis and the procedure was
dropped.

Spearman correlations of Guttscale with other variables.

A

further procedure was tried to assess levels of relationships between
the Guttscale scores and other variables.

greatly that this analysis was dropped.

The correlations varied so
It is important to note, how-

ever, that the correlation between Guttscale and Task Decider is always

higher than that between Guttscale and Content Decider.
levels were quite high:

The significance

.001 or better, which suggests that it is

reasonable to say that Task is considerably more decision-maker-dependent than is Content.

firm this.

The sequence of variables in the Guttscale con-

Task Decider is the ’easiest’ and Content Decider ’the

hardest’ decision to be made by students.

Summary of Guttscale results.

A strong Guttscale was developed

as part of the secondary purpose of this study.

ducible scale of Student Decision-Making.

It is a highly repro-

An examination of relation-

ship of Guttscale to non-decision variables confirmed the observations

made about Student Decision-Making in the previous section and thereby

added depth to the assessment of the validity of the S.I.A. measure.

Summary of results of the secondary purpose Trial

Both the secondary purposes of Trial

3

3

were accomplished.

First,

the S.I.A. instrument
the histogram and crosstabulation data derived from
of the programs
were shown to create a rich and provocative picture

observed.

hours and
Several important concepts concerning the optimum
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optimum tasks for the observation of Student Decision-Making were
presented.

Second, a strong and reproducible scale of Student Decision-

Making was developed using Guttman Scale procedures.

This scale was

then used to confirm the observations made in the histogram and cross-

tabulation section.

CHAPTER

VIII

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Conclusions from literaturs rsview and panel rssponsos

Student-Initiated Activity is considered a basic outcome of
'open' or informal classrooms.

Both the extant literature and the com-

ments of the panel of experts confirm this.

Furthermore, the literature

confirms that ’open’ classroom outcome research is just beginning and, in
particular, that there are few extant outcome measures and fewer still

which have been validated.

Work in the area of outcome research includ-

ing the work of this study will contribute to the field.

Conclusions from primary purpose

Student- Initiated Activity is observable.

The S.I.A. instrument

and observation procedure developed during the study were validated to
the extent permitted by the design of a limited construct validation

study.

Levels of inter-rater reliability approaching 90 percent are

attainable.

It was not possible to establish any relationship between

the two measures of openness (the Walberg-Thomas scales and the S.I.A.)

used in the study.

This was partially a consequence of a narrow range

of Walberg-Thomas scores.

The classrooms in the sample ranged over only

twelve percent of the scale;

and, partially the consequence of the

limited number of classrooms in the pilot study, five.

Consequently,

established.
the congruent validity of the two instruments was not
118

An

119
Bxaininat ion of split~half rGliabilitias and the correlation between

observations made in the early and late halves of the study established
the stability of the S.I.A. measure.

The face validity of the S.I.A.

measure as determined by the panel of experts is inconclusive.
a result of expert commentary dividing into two parts:

This is

first, those who

believed Student-Initiated Activity could not be measured in the manner

proposed and, second, those who believed it could.

This division is more

a consequence of two attitudes toward objective research than it is a

consequence of the instrument itself.

Conclusions from the secondary purpose

The secondary purposes of the study were accomplished.

First,

frequency distribution and crosstabulation treatment of the data firmly

established the S.I.A. instrument as a powerful descriptive device.
There are three major conclusions permitted by the descriptive data

which comment upon the nature of Student-Initiated Activity in classrooms.

First, students make very few decisions.

Second, that diversity

of task and the period of maximum student decision-making coincide.

This period is between nine in the morning and noon.

And, third, that

while the amount of Student-Initiated Activity observed varied considerably from teacher to teacher, it tended to remain stable within

a

teacher program, despite variations in content.
development
Second, the Guttman Scale procedures used led to the
Student Decision-Making.
of a highly reproducible and strong scale of
by the student to
The decisions in order from most likelv to be made

least likely to be made by the student are:

Task,

Scheduling Activity,
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Duration and Procedures for Activity, Procedures for Task, and
Content.
This sequence varies from the hypothesized order of task related decisions. The original sequence was based upon the notion that teachers

would be most likely to make the broader decision of content and task
and would let students decide more of the details.

The Guttman Scale

shows that teachers are most apt to decide the general area of work,
but then to let the student decide on the specific task.

Once the task

has been selected, the teachers tend to make more of the decisions

concerning when, how, and for how long.

This Guttman scale can be used

to observe and rank the levels of student decision-making in classrooms.

Summary of conclusions

The Student-Initiated Activity Instrument and the Guttman Scale
of Student Decision-Making can be effectively used to assess levels of

student decision-making and to describe the programs in which it is
found.

The construct validity of the S.I.A. has been partially

established, however, initial results indicate that the measure will be

useful to both teachers and supervisors.

Suggestions for further research

This study suggests three major avenues for further research.
in
First, that the study be repeated with a larger number of classrooms

openhopes of establishing or refuting the W/T scores as a measure of

validity of the
ness and in hopes of further establishing the construct
S.I.A. instrument.

Second, that the S.I.A. instrument be redesigned

study repeated.
without the variable Assembling Materials and a similar
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And, third, that a study be done with the intention
of examining the

relationships between several Guttscales of Student Decision-Making
in
Classrooms.

Once this scale was finally established, then it could be

used to assist teachers and supervisors evaluate the level and nature
of Student Decision-Making in classrooms of any type and perhaps thereby

contribute further to our understanding of the classroom settings which

nurture high levels of Student-Initiated Activity.
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APPENDIX A
Walberg and Thomas Scale

Walberg and Thomas Scales from J. of R&D in Education, Vol.

8,

No.

1,

Fall ’77

Code
1.

Texts and materials are supplied in class sets so that all

children may have their own.

+

2.

Each child has a space for his personal storage and the major
part of the classroom is organized for common use.

3.

Materials are kept out of the way until they are distributed
or used under the teacher's direction.

+

4.

Many different activities go on simultaneously.

5.

Children are expected to do their own work without getting help
from other children.

+

6.

Manipulative materials are supplied in great diversity and
range, with little duplication.

+

7.

Day is divided into large blocks of time within which children,

with the teacher's help, determine their own routine.

+

CO

Children work individually and in small groups at various
activities.

+

9.

Books are supplied in diversity and profusion (including reference, children's literature).

1

o

Children are not supposed to move about the room without asking
permission.

-

11.

Desks are arranged so that every child can see the blackboard
or teacher from his desk.

+

+

12.

The environment includes materials developed by the teacher.

13.

Common environmental materials are provided.

14.

building
Children may voluntarily make use of other areas of the

and school yard as part of their school time.
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Code

+

15.

The program includes use of the neighborhood.

+

16.

The children use "books" written by their classmates
as part of
their reading and reference materials.

-

17.

Teacher prefers that children not talk when they are supposed
to be working.

+

18.

Children voluntarily group and regroup themselves.

+

19.

The environment includes materials developed or supplied by
children.

-

20.

Teacher plans and schedules the children’s activities through
the day.

-

21.

Teacher makes sure children use materials only as instructed.

+

22.

Teacher groups children for lessons directed at specific needs.

+

23.

Children work directly with manipulative materials.

+

24.

Materials are readily accessible to children.

+

25.

Teacher promotes a purposeful atmosphere by expecting and

enabling children to use time productively and to value their

work and learning.
-

26.

Teacher uses test results to group children for reading and/or
math.

-

27.

Children expect teacher to correct all their work.

+

28.

Teacher bases her instruction on each individual child and his
interaction with materials and equipment.

29.

Teacher gives children tests to find out what they know.

30.

The emotional climate is warm and accepting.

-

31.

The work children do is divided into subject areas.

-

32.

class
The teacher's lessons and assignments are given to the

-

as a whole.
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Code

+

33.

To obtain diagnostic information the teacher closely observes

the specific work or concern of a child and asks immediate

experienced-based questions.
-

34.

Teacher bases her instruction on curriculum guides or textbooks
for the grade level she teaches.

+

35.

Teacher keeps notes and writes individual histories of each
child’s intellectual, emotional, and physical development.

-

36.

Teacher has children for a period of just one year.

+

37.

The class operates within clear guidelines made explicit.

-

38.

Teacher takes care of dealing with conflicts and disruptive

behavior without involving the group.

+

39.

Children’s activities, products, and ideas are reflected

abundantly about the classroom.

+

40.

The teacher is in charge.

+

41.

Before suggesting any extension or redirection of activity,
teacher gives diagnostic attention to the particular child and

his particular activity.

+

42.

The children spontaneously look at and discuss each other’s work

-

43.

Teacher uses tests to evaluate children and rate them in
comparison to their peers.

+

44

Teacher uses the assistance of someone in a supportive advisory
capacity.

-

45.

that she can
Teacher tries to keep all children in her sight so
do.
make sure they are doing what they are supposed to

+

46.

discusses teaching.
Teacher has helpful colleagues with whom she

+

47.

work for use in
Teacher keeps a collection of each child’s

evaluating his development.
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Code

+

48

.

Teacher views evaluation as information to guide her instruction and provisioning for the classroom.

-

49

.

Academic achievement is the teacher's top priority for the
children.

+

50

.

Children are deeply involved in what they are doing.
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Classroom Observation Instrument:

Student-Initiated Activity

General Directions
This observation form is designed to gather data on three aspects
of Student— Initiated Activity in elementary classrooms

j

the degree to

which the activity is student— initiated, the general content area of the
activity, and the quality of the activity taking place.

The degree of

Student-Initiated Activity is Indicated by the mode (teacher, student/
teacher, student) in which the following six decisions are made during
the course of any classroom activity:

content area, specific task,

schedule of activity, duration and standards of an activity, procedures
for the activity, and materials used during the activity.

The content

area is to be described both generally and specifically by the observer
using his own words or ones chosen from the suggested list.

The quality

of student- initiated activity is described by the presence of four
trials:

elaboration, persistence, evaluation/use of error, and sharing.

These will be defined below.

In order to help you rate the children,

the following terms are defined:

Areas of Decision
Content Area:

:

The general category of work in the classroom.

Examples might be:

reading, math, art, science,

printing, games, animals, etc.

Specific Task:

The actual task within the general content area.
task
In the general category of reading a specific

might be to choose a fairy tale, read it, and

write a description of the main character.

In

task could
the general category of art a specific

be to make five clay medallions each patterned

with two distinct textures.
Schedule of
Activity:

The time the student will begin the activity.

Duration of
Activity:

The length of time a student will work on a task.
This includes stopping before the task is complete,
and determining the criteria and standards of a

completed task.
Procedures:

Procedures are routines governing the selection
of a work space, the arrangement of materials and

space prior to beginning work, the return of

unused materials, the return of the work space
to its pre-task condition, and the disposition of

the completed task.

Some specific activities

imply all the necessary procedures.

For example,

the task, work all numbered problems at the end
of chapter five is an example of this.

Other

tasks require a wide variety of decisions in each
of the categories listed above.

To write, bind,

and illustrate a story is such a task.

Assembling
Materials:

The gathering into one spot all the tools and

supplies necessary to the task.

In a classroom

would
areas set up for a single task and teacher

have assembled the materials.

be an example of this.

A clay table would

Some tasks will require the

the necessary
student to both determine and collect

tools and supplies.

Modes of Decision:
Teacher:

The teacher alone makes the decision.

This

decision may be communicated to the child in a

variety of ways.

For example:

verbal direction,

written direction, establishment of routine (after
lunch everyone writes), or by expectation.

Teacher/Student

There must be some observable evidence that the
child and teacher are both suggesting outcomes of
the decision being made.

This could happen in

conversation, by teacher presentation of choices,

by the child suggesting a modification of a teacher
decision, or by a teacher’s modification of a

The important characteristics

child’s decision.

of a joint decision are the presentation of at
least two options and the evidence of accomodation

between the teacher and the child.
Student

The child alone makes the decision, or makes it

with another child, but without the involvement of
the teacher.

Four Qualities of Student Activity
Elaboration:

:

The enhancement of a piece of work or activity by
the addition of color, detail, innovative format
or technique, and of prop or gesture without which

the activity or produce would have been acceptable,

but with which it becomes unusual or surprising.
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Persistence:

The return to an activity over time.

The continua-

tion and redirection of effort when initial efforts
fail.

Assembling
Materials:

The gathering into one spot all the tools and

supplies necessary to the task.

In a classroom

area set up for a single task the teacher would

have assembled the materials.
be an example of this.

A clay table would

Some tasks will require

the student to both determine and collect the

necessary tools and supplies.

Modes of Decision
Teacher:

The teacher alone makes the decision.

This deci-

sion may be communicated to the child in a variety
of ways.

For example:

verbal direction, written

direction, establishment of routine (after lunch

everyone writes), or by expectation.
Teacher/ Student

There must be some observable evidence that the

child and teacher are both suggesting outcomes of
the decision being made.

This could happen in

conversation, by teacher presentation of choices,

by the child suggesting a modification of a
teacher decision, or by a teacher's modification
of a child’s decision.

The important character-

of
istics of a joint decision are the presentation

of accomoat least two options and the evidence

dation between the teacher and the child.
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Student

The child alone makes the decision, or makes it

with another child but without the involvement of
the teacher.

Four Qualities of Student Activity
Elaboration:

:

The enhancement of a piece of work or activity by
the addition of color, detail, innovative format
or technique, and of prop or gesture without which
the activity or product would have been acceptable,

but with which it becomes unusual or surprising.

Persistence

The return to an activity over time.

The contin-

uation and redirection of effort when initial
efforts fail.

Evaluation and Use
of Error:

The reworking or redoing of an activity or aspect
of it with the intention of improvement.

Commen-

tary whether spoken or written which acknowledges
the accomplishments or shortcomings of the activity
Sharing:

The display of a completed activity.

The involve-

ment of others in the process of an activity.

Possible Content Area Descriptors
read ing

writing

math

science

social studies

art

music

drama

game
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Possible Specific Task Descriptors

:

using dictionary

asking teacher for evaluation

measuring with own foot

selecting a book with a friend

using pastels of six colors

evaluating blocks with teacher

illustrating a story

reading short stories to teacher

APPENDIX

C

Histograms of Variables
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STUDENTS

NUMBER OF

CATEGORY LABEL

STUDENTS
CODE
.

.

19

20
21

ABSOLUTE
FREQ
40
80
40

13.
14
15.
18

.

.

.

22.
23
24

.

.

44

.

0

.

TOTAL
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80
440

CLASS
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FREQ
(PCT)
2.5

ADJUSTED
FREQ
PCT
2.6

(

5

.

0

5

.

1

2

.

5

2

.

6

5

.

0

5.

1

27

.

28

160
120
160
160
200
80
40

10.0
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100.0

in

10.0
10.0
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)

.

10.3
7

5.

0

5

2

5

MISSING

.

(

1

100.0

PCT
2

.

7

.

10.3
15.4

43.6
53.3
6

.

10.3
10.3
12.3
.

CUM
FREQ

7

1.5
1.8

82.1
9 4

9

100.0
10 0.0

STUDENTS NUriBER OF
CODE

STUDENTS

IN

CLASS

I

13

40

(

.

)

I
I
I

14

»**»»**«#

.

.

30

(

)

I
.

I
I

15

»*•»*»

.

40

(

)

I
I
I

13

»»»»»*#»*

.

30

(

)

I
I
I

19

»»**»•»**»»*»*»*#**»*»»*»»**»****»**»»»»»•»**

.

440

(

I
I
I

20

»»»•*****»**»*#»**

.

160

(

)

T

I

I

21

*************

.

120

(

)

I
I

I

*****************

22

(

160

)

(

160

)

I
I

I

*****************

23

I
I
I

24

.

*********************

(

200

)

I

I
I

44

.

*********

80

(

)

I
I

I

0

.

(MISSING)

*****

40

(

)

I

I
I

I

I

^

I

0

100

200

300

400

FREQUENCY
VALID CASES

156

0

MISSING CASES

40

.

.

I

500

)

147

ADULTS

MUnSER OF ADULTS IN CLASS

CATEGORY LABEL

CODE

ABSOLUTE
FREQ

3

.

4

.

1000
320
200
40

0

.

40

1

.

2.

TOTAL

1600

RELATIVE
FREQ
PCT
62.5
20.0
12.5
2.5
C

2

.

5

100.0

)

ADJUSTED
FREQ
( PCT)
64.1
20.5
12.3

2

.

MISSING
100.0

CUM
FREQ
PCT
(

64.1
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.
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.
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100.0
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ADULTS
NUMBER OF ADULTS IN CLASS
CODE
I

*»!»*«*»*********•»****»************»«»»*»****»****»

(

I
I
I

2

*****************

.

320)

(

I
I

I

3

.

»***•»»**•*»*

(
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I
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***
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(
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I
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I

I
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FREQUENCY
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HOURS
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1

1

1

1

:

CODE
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FREQ
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FREQ
(

PCT

)

ADJUSTED
FREQ
(

PCT

50

3

434
329

27
20

.

184
260

.

2

124

11.5
16.2
13.7
7.7

20.6
11.5
16.2
13.7
7.7
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8

.

9

.

1

0

.

1

1

.

1

2

1

3
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.
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1

9

.

1

3

.

1

.

1
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.

1

.

)

CUM
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(

PCT
3

.

1

30.2
50.8
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.
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CODE
I

8

.

»»****
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I
)

(

I
I

g

_
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I
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I....
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I
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)
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(
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I
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I
I
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»»»***»***»*»*»***»***
I

(
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I
I

14,

•»-»»4nni***»***
I

(

124)
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I

I

I

I

I

0

100

200

300

FP.EQUEHCY

VALID CASES

1600

MISSING CASES

0

.

.

I

)
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CATEGORY LABEL
HEETIHG
READING
LANGUAGE ARTS
CHANGE OF ACTIVITY
OUT OF ROOM
SOCIAL STUDIES
CLEAN UP
STORY
MATH
FREE TIME

CODE

5

.

100
189
29
50
47

1

.

2.
3
4

1

ART

SCIENCE
SOCIALIZING
WRITING

ABSOLUTE
FREO

1

.

.

6

.

338

7

.

1

8

.

9

.

0

.

1

1
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(

6

6

1

3

.

2

.

9

2

.

1.1
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346

3

.

3

18.2

.

.

2

0

0

.

2

4

.
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1

1.2
0

.

3

.

0
1

.

2

4

.

0

.

5

0

.

5

1

1

.

3

1

.

3
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7

5

0

.

3

3

.

2

1

4

.

0

.
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0

8

1

3

.

4
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5
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1
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.
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1

CUM
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(

)

3

.

3

0

.

PCT

(

)
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2
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FREQ

.

3

12.
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FREQ
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100.0
100.0
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(
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(
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(
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(
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(
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(
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(
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(
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(
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(
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(
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(
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(
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(
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(
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(
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(
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(
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(
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(
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(
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(
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(
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(
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CDECIDE

CONTENT DECIDER

CATEGORY LABEL
TEACHER DECIDES
STUDENT DECIDES
JOINT DECISION

CODE
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PCT
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.
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.
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.
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(

I
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0
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.
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*
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MEMBERS OF THE PANEL

Beth Barth

teacher resource, Cambridge, Mass,

Roland Barth

principal, Newton, Mass.

Mason Bunker

professor. School of Education, University of Mass.

Pat Carini

teacher resource/philosopher. Prospect School,
Bennington, Vermont

Brenda Engel

evaluator, Cambridge, Mass.

Barbara Bischer

principal. Smith College Campus School

William Hull

teacher resource, Cambridge, Mass.

Madeline Hunter

principal. University Elementary School, U.C.L.A., Cal.

Dick Konocek

professor. School of Education, University of Mass,

Jim Mathiot

principal, Palo Alto, California

Vito Perrone

professor. School of Education, University of
North Dakota

-

Charles Rathbone - secondary school principal

Vincent Rogers

- professor.

School of Education, University of

Connecticut
Bonnie Rottier

- teacher

Marshal Rudman

-

professor. School of Education, Univ. of Massachusetts

Betsy Sargent

-

principal, Salem, Massachusetts

Bernard Spodek

University of
- professor. Department of Education,

Illinois

Susan Thomas

- reseacher

Lilliam Weber

-

Ed Yeomans

- teacher resource,

University of
professor. Education Department, City
New York
Cambridge, Massachusetts
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PENINSULA SCHOOL, Ltd.
Peninsula Way
Menlo Park, Calif. 9A025

Dear:

During the past two years while studying 'informal' or 'open' elementary
school classrooms, I have become particularly interested in the extent
and quality of student decision-making.
In my own ten years of teaching
I have always held as a goal maximum student self-direction, and have
sought to develop setting which promote independence. Although selfdirected students have been a goal, I have not found a framework that
could help me and others assess the quality and extent of self-direction
in students.
My recent work has been an attempt to develop an observation
procedure and instrument which would begin to addesss this need. I am
writing to you for your comments on my work.
The procedure requires eight forty-minute observation periods in a classThe eight periods are clustered in two groups of four separated by
room.
During each observation four children are observed
at least two weeks.
Each child is observed and rated every four minutes.
times.
ten
and rated
for observation at random but without repetition
selected
are
Children
When class size is less than
has been observed.
class
entire
the
until
selection.
complete
used
to
is
round
second
a
thirty-two
first, to
The enclosed instrument asks the observer to do three things:
activity;
label both the Content Area and Specific Task of a child's
Teacher/Student,
second, to identify the mode of decision making (Teacher,
Tak,
or Student) in each of six categories (Content Area, Specific
Assembling
and
Schedule of Activity, Duration and Standards, Procedures,
of effort:
qualities
Materials); and third, to note the presence of four
Persistence, Elaboration, Evaluation, and Sharing.

procedure or
would like from you is general comment on either the
questions.
to these 3
the instrument, and specifically, a response

What

1.
2.

3.

I

Can Student Self-direction be observed?
in a way that
Will the instrument reveal Student Self-direction
might be useful to teachers or supervisors?
sampling o c assroom
Does the procedure appear to be a sufficient
about the extent of
activity to make reliable and valid statements
Student Self-direction in a classroom?

time to
I hope you will find
knew you are busy.
and I hope you will
enclosed an envelope for your convenience,
the instrument.
to write on either the letter or
I
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I hope to hear from you in late November in order to complete a paper
by mid-December.

Sincerely yours,

Benj

.

A.

Barnes, Jr.

Response #1
It was good to hear from you, but I feel quite frustrated in replying
within the framework in which you have set up. I think there are some
real problems conceptually here. Would your "instrument" identify selfdirection in certain artists who are clearly productive? What assumptions are you making concerning cycles, etc.? I know of some schools
in which independence and self-direction have come to mean doing one's
I wonder if your instrument doesn't push
assigned tasks efficiently.
things a bit in this direction.

sense that your prime reason for doing this is to finish a graduate
degree, or perhaps to allay anxieties, parents', teachers', your own?
How about a study of the communication of anxieties?
I

don't have time now to enter into this territory which feels quite
Instead, I am sending along a paper on evaluation, using
alien to me.
of the same
a metaphor of sailboat racing, which is concerned with some
3.
issues
I

Response

//2

Now for comments on your idea.
answering your questions:
So much for history.

1.

2.

Let me begin by

although it may not
Yes, student self-direction can be observed,
initiative is purely
always be clear to the observer whether the
and from a
self-directed or induced by some outside stimulus;
in that.
learning point of view there's nothing wrong
learning and suspect all
embrace all efforts to observe children's
"instruments" for analyzing it.

I

may stimulate teachers to
The procedure that you have developed
understand more c lea y
loo/more closely at children and to try to
well as cognitive. I s
their various behaviors: emotional as
no conclusions from the
Jr«orth spending time on, but I would draw
That's the trouble with so many of
results.
are swept^
get overlooked or ^
evaluating learning: too many variables
from protocols and
unLr the rug when "results" are distilled
,

instruments
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Now for a more positive suggestion. You remember Bill Hull, perhaps
from your years at Shady Hill. He has been working with teachers hereabouts in interesting ways through seminars which meet once a week. Each
member of the group of about 10 brings written observations of children's
behavior to the meeting.
Some of these are read and discussed. A tape
recorder is running meanwhile, and later. Bill goes over the tapes, adds
his comments and transcribes it for distribution back to the group.
The
idea has caught on, for there are now several groups including one in
Los Angeles being run by Kathe Jervis whom you may also remember.
This
project with many excerpts, has now been written up and published by the
University of North Dakota Press under the title "Teachers' Seminars on
Children's Thinking." Send for it to Grand Forks, N.D.
Bill's technique brings out the kinds of behavior that you are hoping to
look at, but in a way that is, I believe, less constrained by categoties,
time-blocks, terminology and the other hazards of "instruments."
I enclose a rather elaborate method of looking at classrooms, developed
by author of my colleagues here, Brenda Engel and also published by all
Ask Vito Berrone
of North Dakota.
(You should be on their mailing list.
She has used it in
It's the best group that I know of.)
to put you on.
three or four schools, public mostly, wiht good effect, but, here again,
how laterally can you interpret the "findings?" It's fine as a means to
focus, and record, critical observation.

don't want to have the net result of this letter turn out to be disI believe in what you are hoping to do, namely to
couraging to you.
learn more about the processes of self -directed learning. We need more
So keep it up.'
of it in elementary schools.

I

Response #3
a week
What timing.' Your letter arrived 24 hours after I had spent
one
(evaluate)
at
look
proposal
to
a
for
drafting the enclosed outline
©grams I'm working with.
of the

me) have the benefit
Do note the similarity and I did ^_t (no credit to
doubtless, our
Though,
mind.
my
in
work
of your thinking and previous
many talks perculated subliminally

children taking responActually, the teachers came up with the focus on
meant by that such
they
things
the
of
sibility for their work and some
year progresses,
sticking with things increasingly long as the
as:
I tried to
problems.^
solving
for
children finding their own resources
outside evaluator s input.
make the questions more accessible to an

with your design very reassur
find the amount of overlap that we have
on the right track.
ing for both of us in that we may be

I

Some random thoughts -

I

just haven't got time to be organized.
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1.
Is there a way of describing whether or not the qualities
(elaboration, persistence, evaluation and sharing) are T, S/T, or S as
well as the choice of tasks, durations, procedures and materiala? In
other words, does the child also buy into when a task needs correcting,
elaborating, etc.?
2.
I wonder if the observer needs to record what is happening
more purely without all the categories built into the grid and then
organize it according to the data you want to focus on. For example,
how will you indicate children who deviate from the task, wander, chat,
etc.?
I*ve seen one technique of recording actual behavior every 4-5
minutes then using a color code to indicate the category the behavior
falls into.
The suggestion is not substantially different than what
you have, but you may find that the observer sees things that don't
readily fall into your framework and should be able to record them.

3.
I'm guessing that a longer time like 1-1/2 hours is necessary.
And, I do think a good observer might handle more than four, if they
don't have to do quite as much interpreting of behavior while they do
the coding (observing)

4.
Since I did my outline, someone suggested that I look at
the Brace Analysis of Student-Teacher instruction and something called
lARS - a standardized test about taking responsibility. Do you know about
either one?

Will you comment on my list?

—

Anytime.

think it is essential that the teacher not know which children the
evaluator is observing (they can all wear name tags)
I

Response #4

With regard to your questions:
1.

Can self-direction be observed?
Your observation chart
Yes, I feel self-direction can be observed.
be easy for
would
and
fomat,
in
efficient
is clear and most
sessions.
observation
their
in
observers to utilize

2.

manner useful
Will the instrument reveal student self-direction in a
to teachers or supervisors?
of the kinds
The observation page could be an instant analysis
Yes.
If done in a number
of decisions individual children are making.
supervisors an overa
of content areas, it could give teachers and
picture of a child's level of self-direction-
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Does the procedure a-pear to be a sufficient sampling of classroom
activity to make reliable and valid statements about the extent of
student self-direction in a classroom?

3.

I m not sure.
I think you're going to have to try this in a number
of different settings (definitely different age levels) and ask the
observer and teacher (if they are different individuals) to comment
on its utilization in each of the different settings.
Possibly the
amount of time and number of students focused on at one time will
need to be adjusted for different settings.

Bear, I feel pages 24-27, 29 are exceedingly clear in their intent.
I had a little difficulty on page 28 deciding how long I would
observe how many children. You might want to get additional feedback on its clarity.

Good luck with your work.

Hope my comments are helpful.

Response #5
I've
I am delighted that you are working on self-directed learning.
been giving some workshop sessions for the Learning Institute on just
I'm enclosing Mike Cussin's questionnaire. He's in
that topic.
Jeffersen County, Colorado, now. He did his study under Ann Lieberman's
(He's written
John Aeslub is also working on that topic.
direction.
to you already, I know.)

like very much your categories of elaboration, persistence, evaluation,
use of error, and sharing.
I

I

have some comments and questions about the procedures:

1.

It looks as if the observation will take more than 40 minutes.
Moving from one child to anoth, preparing, getting the setting, will
take time, won't it? And how does this length of time affect the
effectiveness and accuracy of the observer?

2.

How will you train your observers?

3.

What does the characteristic have to do with the study?
observers select the characteristic?

4.

one setting.
Why do you want four children rated 10 times all in

How do the

both observing
would suggest that you have teams of two observers,
notes you
their
comparing
by
Then,
the same child at the same time.
see if the instrument was consistent.

I

the study?
How informed are your observers of the intent of

d
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In what sorts of classrooms are you having the observations done?

Please stay in touch. Your study looks very exciting. ASCD is very
interested in this kind of work. Think of them for publication.

Response

7/6

In response to your questions:
1.

Yes, student self-direction can be observed but it also must be
judged in quality and appropriateness. It is not, in my opinion,
a case of the more the better.
One cannot assume that teacher
direction is a sin and student direction a virtue unles it is
interpreted in terms of both the situation (report, fire drill)
and the learning outcomes.

2.

I don't

3.

I

It simply
see that the instrument reveals the above.
identifies what is occurring such as how many pills does a doctor
give, how many times does he recommend surgery?

believe you might (not will) get some frequency, but I don't see
For example, if a
it as being meaningful without contextual data.
time workdifficult
had
a
but
student worked well directing himself
evoking
growth
most
the
be
ing under direction, the latter might
activity for him. As you can see, I think you are using a false
absolute as a criterion.

I'd feel much better if we could talk rather than write.
of these days.

Perhaps one

Response #7
It was good to get your instrument

— and

to know you are progressing in

the Ed.D.

made some good
shared the materials with a student in my class who has
observations enclosed.
I

—

very fuzzy, subjecGenerally, I think you've done a fine job taking a
I look forward
scrutiny.
tive topic aud subjecting it to "objective"
to reading your thesis.

Enclosed comments:
when I read Ben Barnes' proceHere are some thoughts which came to mind
activities.
dures for evaluating students' self-initiated
you:
In response to his three questions to
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1.
Yes, I think student self-direction can be observed.
It migth also
be useful to note how many times the observed child is interrupted or
•distracted from his task by other children, by the teacher, by "school
regularities" or by his own needs and devices (frustration, lack of
materials, disinterest ...).

It would also be useful for teachers and supervisors to know the
level and preparation of student-initiated activities expected/encouraged
by the teacher in whose room the children are being observed.
2.

I think the above speaks to the issue which Sarason raises about the
classroom "constitution." Just what are the ground rules for the whole
class, small groups, and specific individuals about what they can expect
to do on their own, etc.

From the researchers, it would be useful to know if they observed
quantitative and qualitative differences between primary-aged and intermediate-aged students in their student-initiated activities.
The implications for other teachers would have to include some comment
about record-keeping systems or student evaluation procedures.
I think teachers would want to know what the general socio-economic
level of the children observed was.

From my little knowledge of such things as "instruments," this looks
I’m all for anyone trying to devise ways we can better
pretty good!
The devastating
focus on how children spend time in the classrooms.
question is, of course, what if teachers and the "system" don't value
is there some persuasive rationale which
"student-initiated activity"
Ben can write up to accompany his data? I'm hoping that's really what
his thesis is about.'
3.

—

Thanks for letting me read this.

